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OUR BUSINESS
EMBRACING CHANGE
Transformation towards greater sustainability continues to be the underlying driver
for us at Indah Water Konsortium (IWK). The journey towards greater sustainability
is vital in creating value for our communities and our country. As Malaysia’s leading
wastewater and sewage services management organisation, we are committed
to contributing to nation-building by providing a modern, connected, and efficient
sewerage system.
Our five-year business transformation plan over a cycle of 2019 to 2023 drives our
aspiration toward greater sustainability, resiliency, viability, and durability. We have
been laying out and strengthening our foundation and our fundamentals over the past
few years to shape our journey for sustainability. Now, against a dynamically evolving
landscape, we are Embracing Change to emerge stronger, more progressive and
innovative.

SEPTAGE MANAGEMENT
AND DESLUDGING SERVICES

OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE OF PUBLIC
SEWERAGE SYSTEMS

Perform scheduled desludging
and demand desludging for
septic tank users within our
service areas

SEWERAGE PLANNING, SEWERAGE
ASSET DATA MONITORING AND
CERTIFYING SERVICES
Provide certification services: evaluating,
certifying and approving sewerage facilities
applications on behalf of SPAN

SEWERAGE TECHNICAL,
OPERATIONAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
TRAININGS /
CONSULTANCY WORKS
Provide Consultancy service
and deliver professional
technical and non-technical
training on sewerage planning,
engineering as well as
operations and maintenance
of sewerage systems

Provide scheduled operation
and maintenance of public
STPs, NPSs and sewers
within our service areas

The theme of this Sustainability Report, Embracing Change, articulates the efforts
undertaken to support our community and country in these extraordinary times while
strengthening our role in transforming the wastewater sector in Malaysia towards the
ultimate aim of protecting water for the nation’s water security and health and safety.

ABOUT THIS REPORT
The IWK Sustainability Report 2021 covers
initiatives and relevant information for the year
in review, across our operations in Peninsular
Malaysia and Wilayah Persekutuan Labuan
where we predominantly operate. The
contents of this Report cover IWK’s
performance and its strategies to build a
sustainable business and improve the quality
of life of our communities through providing
vital wastewater treatment services toward a
cleaner, greener and healthier environment.
We take a long-term and holistic approach
towards sustainability with a view of
building a resilient company that creates
long-term value.

We take guidance from several frameworks
to drive our sustainability strategies. These
include policies and priorities set by the
Ministry of Environment and Water (KASA),
the Green Technology Master Plan Malaysia
2017-2030 (GTMP), Bursa Malaysia’s
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, the
United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals, and the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) Standards. These frameworks inform
our reporting on key priorities towards
progressing IWK’s sustainability initiatives.
The IWK Sustainability Report is done on a
voluntary basis and covers the progress of
our activities. As of 2021, the Sustainability
Report will be done on an annual basis
instead of the previous bi-annual basis. The
Sustainability Report is part of our proactive
efforts to elevate the awareness of our
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business contribution for nation-building,
as well as highlight the sustainability journey
that IWK has undertaken.
We rely on our robust internal processes to
verify the accuracy of the performance data
and the information presented in this report.
The data and information presented in this
report are divided into five key segments:
Purpose, Performance, People, Planet
and Progress. Each segment provides
meaningful insights into the headline
discussed and how IWK assumes its
responsibility in the context of sustainability.
Among some highlights in the report include
IWK’s shift from a traditional sewerage
service provider to a key player in the circular
economy, its talent development progress
and its contribution to communities and
the environment. While this is a review of
the activities and development in 2021,
there is also the inclusion of several latest
development from January to August 2022
up until the time of preparing this report.
In the following pages, readers will be guided
through informative and insightful accounts,
excerpts, and optics of the company’s
position. IWK recommends our readers to
adopt a critical view and objective outlook
of the content.

SEWERAGE CAPITAL WORKS
AND REFURBISHMENT
MANAGEMENT
Provide project management and
monitoring of capital works for
both Government & SPAN funded
sewerage projects and IWK’s
internal projects

TREATMENT OF
INDUSTRIAL
EFFLUENT SERVICES

WATER RECLAMATION
PLANTS FOR NONPOTABLE USE

Determine suitable and
compatible industrial
waste to be treated
in existing STPs that
comply to the effluent
requirement and without
additional modification
costs to the STPs

The Company is pursuing
reclaimed water to be sold
and used by industries. The
collaboration shall be carried
out through water operators

Indah Water Konsortium (IWK) Sdn Bhd is Malaysia’s national
sewerage company. Since our inception in 1994, we have
worked diligently to provide Malaysians with a modern and
efficient sewerage system. Water is our most precious resource
and our modern sewerage system ensures that wastewater is
well-treated before being discharged into the river.
As at December 2021, IWK operates and maintains a total of
7,273 public sewage treatment plants (STPs), 1,375 network
pump stations (NPS), and 20,605 km of sewer lines making it
one of the largest sewerage services operator in the region. IWK
provides sewerage services to a population equivalent (PE) of
close to 27 million people.

NEW: NON-CORE AND
GREEN INITIATIVE
Implementation of
non-core business
and green initiatives to
supplement our main
income stream and
generate cost savings

Our tagline ‘New Life for Water’ reflects our commitment to
ensure our treated water is clean, safe and sustainable to the
environment. Our expertise include operations and maintenance,
refurbishment, planning & policy strategy, engineering & process
review, project planning, project management, Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) and Hazard & Operability Study
(HAZOP), training services & module development, research &
development, capacity building, and community awareness &
education programme.
IWK is well-positioned to ensure that Malaysians, today and in
the future, will be able to enjoy a clean and healthy environment
through a proper and well-maintained sewerage system.
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OUR CORPORATE STRUCTURE AND STAKEHOLDERS

MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
INDAH WATER KONSORTIUM SDN BHD

MINISTRY OF FINANCE

MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT AND WATER

Owns IWK through Ministry of
Finance Incorporated

CHAIRMAN

MINISTRY OF ENERGY &
NATURAL RESOURCES
Owner of all Sewerage Reserve Lands
through Federal Lands Commissioner (FLC)

Indah Water Konsortium
Sdn Bhd

National Water Services
Commission

Department of
Environment

National Sewerage
Operator

Regulates all entities
in water supply and
sewerage services
industry

Ensure a well balanced and
sustainable management of
natural resources and
environment

IWK has been entrusted
with the task of operating
and maintaining (Asset
Light Model) a modern
and efficient sewerage
system for all Malaysians

Since its inception, IWK
has been providing
sewerage services for
28 years

Regulates Sewerage Services

BOARD NOMINATION &
REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
(BNRC)

BOARD AUDIT & RISK
COMMITTEE (BARC)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

BOARD PROCUREMENT
COMMITTEE (BPC)

INTERNAL AUDIT & RISK

Regulates Effluent Discharge

BOARD INTEGRITY &
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
(BIGC)
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Our Governance and Stewardship Structure
We believe good governance provides a solid foundation for building a sustainable business and delivering on our brand promise.
The Board of Directors of IWK has oversight on IWK’s business strategy and performance, and provides guidance on material
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors that impact IWK’s activities. The Senior Management team, guided by the
Board of Directors and led by the Chief Executive Officer, drives and implements strategies and initiatives to create sustainable value
throughout the process of wastewater treatment and conversion to alternative forms.

INTEGRITY & GOVERNANCE

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE

PLANNING & ENGINEERING

REGIONAL OPERATION (NORTH)

REGIONAL OPERATION (SOUTH)

DESLUDGING BUSINESS UNIT

HUMAN CAPITAL &
ADMINISTRATION

CUSTOMER, BILLING
& COLLECTION

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

4

CAPITAL WORKS

LEGAL

CORPORATE
COMMUNICATIONS

CORPORATE
PLANNING

FINANCE

PROCUREMENT
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Narendran Maniam
Chief Executive Officer

YB Tuan Hj Ahmad Johnie Hj Zawawi
Chairman

Mohd Zainal Zakaria

Operations & Maintenance

Suzinor Kamaralzaman

Chua Tiong Leong

Gunasekar Veerapan

Ir. Mohd Zuki Muda

Integrity & Governance

Albert Quah Chei Jin

Board of Directors, Board Nomination &
Remuneration Committee (BNRC), Board
Procurement Committee (BPC), Board Audit &
Risk Committee (BARC)

Rafidah Omar

Board of Directors, Board Audit & Risk
Committee (BARC), Board Integrity &
Governance Committee (BIGC)

Prof Dr. Mohd Suffian Yusoff
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Catherine Ridu

Board of Directors,
Board Procurement Committee (BPC), Board
Integrity & Governance Committee (BIGC)

Syamsul Anwar Abdul Aziz
Internal Audit & Risk

Ir. Mohd Taufik Salleh
Planning & Engineering

Abdul Halik Zainal

Human Capital & Administration

YM Raja Muhammad Azhan
Shah Raja Muhammad

Board of Directors, Board Nomination &
Remuneration Committee (BNRC),Board
Procurement Committee (BPC), Board Integrity
& Governance Committee (BIGC)

Customer, Billing & Collection

Board of Directors, Board Audit & Risk
Committee (BARC), Board Integrity &
Governance Committee (BIGC)

Finance

Capital Works

Azuan Ahmad Zahdi
Corporate Planning

Wan Esuriyanti Wan Ahmad
Corporate Communications

Abdul Razak Abu Talib
Information Technology

Sarimah Husain

Board of Directors, Board Audit & Risk
Committee (BARC), Board Integrity &
Governance Committee (BIGC)

Haslyna Hashim
Legal

Faiziah Md Noor
Procurement

Ir. Hussain Omar

Regional Operation (North)

Mohd Lutpee Salleh

Regional Operation (South)

Pauzi Mohamed

Desludging Business Unit
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FACTS AND FIGURES
OUR COVERAGE OF SERVICES

WP LABUAN

11States &
3

Federal Territories

101 out of 152
Local Authorities

28.75 mil

connected
Population Equivalent (cPE)

81,954 km2

Our Purpose
We are a purpose-driven organisation
with a core focus on creating sustainability
within the water ecosystem of Malaysia’s
wastewater industry. We see Purpose as
the intent behind what a business does,
its effect on people, the impact it has on
our environment, and the transformative
change it brings to our communities. Our
purpose guides us to deliver our services in
an environmentally sustainable, financially
resilient and socially responsible manner.
Our vision is to be Asia’s Premier
Wastewater Company. To achieve this,
we operate with resilience in mind and
practice embedding sustainability at the
core of everything we do and along the
ecosystem value chain. With sustainability
at the forefront of our purpose, we look
at how every aspect of our operations
impacts our environment, our customers,
our stakeholders, our financials, our
communities and our nation.
Our purpose drives the way we operate
and build our workplace culture. Our
People practice the values of performing
their roles with Integrity, elevating
standards of Work Ethic, and upskilling
through Knowledge enablement to deliver
an efficient, safe and modern wastewater
system that safeguards our country, our
communities and our environment.

Area of service coverage
Preserve the environment
by ensuring wastewater is well-treated
as per requirements before being
discharged into waterways

Protect our communities
by providing them a
modern and efficient
sewerage system that
prioritises the health and
safety of the Rakyat

Build business
sustainability

Expand the circular
economy
by embracing green technology
and embarking on resource
recovery efforts, especially on
water waste-to-energy initiatives
through commercially viable
applications

Drive operational
excellence

by driving towards robust
business model benefitting
all stakeholders in order to
sustain financially and reduce
dependency on the Government

by providing high-levels of
customer service quality and
prompt resolution of on-ground
challenges

Strive for a safe and
meaningful workplace

Strengthening industry
talent pipeline

by prioritising health and safety
measures for our frontliners,
and continuous opportunities
for knowledge enrichment for all
Indahans

by enhancing specialist skills and
knowledge to elevate waterrelated talent expertise in the
water industry

• As at December 2021
• cPE excludes individual and communal septic tanks

Asset data for 2021

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

81,954

66,741

66,741

66,741

64,943

4,352,451

4,155,140

4,048,522

3,971,378

3,799,988

Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs)

7,273

7,003

6,918

6,745

6,690

Network Pump Stations (NPS)

1,375

1,267

1,228

1,193

1,138

28,752,486

26,627,927

26,166,034

25,240,867

24,358,564

20,605

20,094

19,663

19,134

19,031

3,414

3,368

3,353

3,318

3,327

Service Area (km )
2

Billed Customers

Population Equivalent (PE)
Sewer Length
Headcount
Unit Offices (UO)

21

21

21

21

21

Reporting Centres (RC)

59

59

59

58

59

Certifying Agencies (CA)

10

10

10

10

10

5

5

5

5

5

Laboratories
8
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VISION, MISSION AND CORE VALUES

OUR AWARDS

VISION

The Premier Wastewater Company

MISSION

To provide excellent, efficient and innovative services for
safe and sustainable water and environment

NEW LIFE FOR WATER

The Star Outstanding
Business Awards
(SOBA) 2021
(Silver Award for
Best in CSR)

The Star Outstanding
Business Awards
(SOBA) 2021
(Silver Award for
Best Green Initiative)

IWA Professional
Development Award

HR Employee Experience
Award (Silver in Best
Management Training
Programme)

CORE VALUES
INTEGRITY

Indahans always strive to uphold professional responsibilities and
continuously practise good ethics and corporate governance in delivering
our services to the community

WORK ETHIC

Indahans are visionary and consist of specialists and well-trained individuals
who are experts in each of the business functions they serve in IWK and
committed to ensure that the work delivered are efficient, ethical and high
quality to achieve well-being of the people and environment

KNOWLEDGE

The spirit of Indahan’s togetherness drives us to be well-informed and
conversant in all the areas and scopes of wastewater management
(planning, design, construction, legislation, operation, maintenance, training,
consultation, billing, collection and customer service) in applying knowledge
toward achieving the vision to become the premier wastewater company

10

ASEAN Energy Award 2021
(Energy Management for the
Small and Medium Industries)

National Energy Award 2021
(Energy Management in Small
and Medium Industry category)

Sustainability & CSR Malaysia
Awards 2021 (Company of the Year
Award for Leadership in Community
& Environment Initiatives
(Wastewater Treatment))
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ISO CERTIFICATION UNDER THE
INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (IMS)
ISO Certification in IWK

ISO/ IEC
17025:2017

ISO 9001:2015
Quality Management
System (QMS)

General
Requirements for
the Competence of
Testing & Calibration
Laboratories

ISO/ IEC
27001:2013

ISO 14001:2015

Information Security
Management
System (ISMS)

Environment
Management System
(EMS)

PERFORMANCE
14
2021 Performance Highlights
16
Message from the Chairman
20
IWK Gallery – Through the Years

ISO 10002:2018

Occupational
Health & Safety
Management
Systems (OHSMS)

Quality Management
— Customer
Satisfaction
— Guidelines for
complaints handling
in organisations

i c ati o n
rtif
in
e
C

20
21

ISO 50001:2018

New

ISO 45001:2018

Energy Management
System (EnMS)

Asset Management
System (AMS)

ISO 37001:2016
Anti-Bribery Management System
(ABMS)
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ISO 55001:2014

22
Sitting Down with the CEO
31
Our Strategy for Sustainability
35
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45
Key Challenges in 2021
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2021 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

OUR OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

2021

IWK’s Performance Highlights
IWK continues to deliver its best performance despite this challenging period.

COLLECTION RATE (METHOD C)
IWK managed to maintain the collection rate above 90%
despite the challenging business dimensions due to the
recovery phase of the COVID-19 pandemic.

IWK continuously provided good service delivery to the
customers by maintaining its LoS.
97.4%

97.7%

96.0%

91.8%

91.0%

90.1%

OPERATIONAL ENQUIRIES RESOLVED WITHIN
LEVEL OF SERVICE (LoS)

Kelantan,
Johor Bahru and Pasir Gudang

Take over of sewerage services in

2021

2019

Concession Agreement to extend

103,859

92,516

2020

99,977

10,410,093,924

2019

9,709,486,420

8,989,626,250

Signing of Supplementary

IWK’s concession to 2034

2020

2021

No. of Operational and Desludging Enquiries/Complaints Resolved within LoS

Cumulative Collection Rate

% Enquiries/Complaints Resolved within LoS

Collection Rate (Method C):
Cumulative collection from Day 1

14

2020

2021

4 MLD

via Central Water
Reclamation Sdn Bhd

Final Effluent
Compliance at

6,918

2019

No. of Customers

Total Plant

No. of Operational Complaints/1,000 Customers

% Compliance EQSR

2020

2021

91.8%

Operational
Complaints per
1,000 customers

97.7%

97.1%

96.0%

Billing
Collection Rate
(Method C) at

97.7%

Percentage of STP complied with DOE’s effluent quality
is improving every year (above 90%) despite increasing in
number of STPs.

5.8

4,324,169

4,129,230

4,017,108

2019

1 Water Reclamation
Plant with capacity of

@ 5.8

7,273

Number of operational complaints per 1,000
customers significantly decreased despite the
increase in the number of customers.

STP EFFLUENT COMPLIANCE PERFORMANCE

7,003

NO. OF OPERATIONAL COMPLAINTS PER 1,000
CUSTOMERS

6.6

Desludging

and allow IWK to undertake
non-core business

Cumulative Billing

7.2

Commencement
of scheduled

Integrated Management
System Phase 2 integration of
9 management systems

2.51%

GHG reduction
in 2020

(from base year 2013)

Appointed by
Majlis Perbandaran
Selayang to provide

FOG Desludging services
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

The world continues to be
turned on its axis by the
COVID-19 contagion. It is
not clear how and when
the virus, and its various
evolving variants, will be
thoroughly eradicated or
kept firmly under control.
But what is clear is that
clean water, sanitation
and hygiene are critical in
preventing and protecting
human health during
contagious outbreaks,
including that of COVID-19.
Two years have gone by
since the virus first held
the world tightly in its
grip. Today, it continues
to be the primary threat
that all countries continue
to grapple with. Against
this background, our
purpose at Indah Water
Konsortium (IWK), to
deliver clean, quality and
safe treated wastewater
back into the environment,
has been all the more
vital in contributing to the
clean water agenda and
building environmental
sustainability.
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Embracing Change for a Sustainable Future
It is safe to say that not one country, economy, industry or business has been spared
from the impact of COVID-19. If anything, the importance of sustainability has become an
even more serious consideration to boost resilience and viability for the long term, and a
direction that we wholeheartedly support. The tenet of sustainability is the core principle
that drives what we do at IWK. This is embodied in our mission to provide excellent,
efficient and innovative services for safe and sustainable water and the environment.
The theme of sustainability has also been elevated and propelled to the front as one
of the three key themes under the national 12th Malaysia Plan for the cycle of 2021 to
2025. The 12th Malaysia Plan articulates the need to advance sustainability, especially in
accelerating green growth, enhancing energy sustainability and transforming the water
sector in a way where economic development does not jeopardise the environment.
The agenda resonates with all of us at IWK as sustainability remains the central
theme in everything that we do. To achieve sustainable growth, it is critical to anchor
our efforts along the Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) disciplines. That is
why I am pleased to share with you that we have decided to embark on reporting our
sustainability matters on an annual basis instead of the previous bi-annual basis. The
2021 Sustainability Report that you are reading now will be our first consecutive annual
report since our previous publication issued under the 2019/2020 Sustainability Report.
This is part of our efforts to embrace change, drive our aspirations further and be ready
to stand up to scrutiny as part of our efforts to shape a transformative and sustainable
future ahead.
Clear Strategy to Deliver Value
Our transformative journey of change has been crystallised in our five-year (2019 to
2023) Business Plan that drives our goals towards greater sustainability in our business
operations and financial viability; expanding coverage and increasing efficiency; driving
synergy within the industry; as well as elevating environmental sustainability through
clean water and a green economy. We are now right in the middle of this five-year plan.
As the world around us continues to change in many ways and at a rapid pace, the
opportunity to embrace change is more important than ever if we want to make a
difference. In a year of extraordinary challenges, I am pleased to report that our efforts
have put us on a progressive upward trajectory towards achieving the objectives set out.
The core objective of our business is to ensure wastewater is treated and is in
compliance with the accepted effluent discharge standards. We have always attained
high compliance standards with our effluent discharge. For 2021, the final effluent
complied with the Environmental Quality (Sewage) Regulation (EQSR) stood at a high
97.7% as at end 2021.
One of the significant successes for IWK in 2021 was securing the government’s
agreement to extend the IWK concession agreement to take over, manage and maintain
the public sewerage system until 2034; and implement non-core business initiatives that
would allow us to monetise our assets. These are initial steps in diversifying our source
of revenue.

17
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Building Sustainability for Long Term Viability
Our steps toward greater financial viability saw our efforts for
the year in review netting a higher operating revenue in 2021
compared to the previous year. A large part of the revenue comes
from our connected sewerage services, with growing revenue
from our desludging segment. Last year, I shared the ongoing
challenges we faced in getting users to pay for IWK’s utilities as the
services IWK provides are typically ‘out of sight, out of mind’. We
aim to make sewerage services a mainstream utility consideration
but this continues to be a challenge. Kudos goes to the diligent
efforts by the team to create greater awareness of the importance
of sewerage and wastewater treatment management. We also
intensified campaigns to encourage our users to use digital
means to pay their bills as part of the efforts to promote efficient
and contactless engagement amid the COVID-19 pandemic, as
well as to expand our digital engagement touchpoints with our
users. All in all, these efforts led to a commendable bill collection
rate of 91.8% for the year in review.
In Malaysia, majority of homes and businesses are connected to
the sewerage network, but there are many who still use individual
septic tanks and pour-flush. These two methods require manual
desludging to be done on a regular basis. However, many do not
do this as required which can result in the environment potentially
being polluted as the wastewater that enters the septic tanks could
over flow into our water sources or to the surface. The Ministry
of Environment and Water (KASA) had mandated that house
owners must desludge their septic tanks once in two years as per
the Water Services Industry Act (Desludging Services) 2021. This
mandate came into effect on 30 March 2021. Consequently, we
commenced scheduled desludging services in July of the same
year, and are thankful to see the increase in users utilising the
desludging services from IWK.
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These efforts to expand and strengthen revenue sources are
just a few ways that IWK has steered the organisation towards
increasing income for the organisation’s financial viability. The
intent to diversify and increase revenue streams is to ensure
that the nation’s public sewerage systems are well maintained
and wastewater is adequately treated before returning to the
environment. This goes back to our core purpose of creating
sustainability within Malaysia’s water ecosystem and ensuring
the well-being of the environment. This comes at a price, though.
Costs of running the operations and maintenance are rising, and
there is a need for continuous innovation and upgrades to be
integrated into the assets and operations to maintain compliant
effluent standards. The government continues to subsidise a
portion of IWK’s operations but this is not a tenable situation
against rising costs.

The role of water and sanitation in a green economy is vital as it
links back to sustainable development goals including health and
the well-being of the environment. This is a key strategy for us at
IWK as we look to pivot the water industry towards a green and
circular economy. We have already commenced with initiatives
along this path in our aim to build and integrate sustainability
within the industry.

That is why the effort to revise the sorely under-priced and
overly subsidised sewerage tariff for the domestic category is
imperative. The tariff, that users in the domestic category pay,
has not changed since 1994. Let me put this into context. While
customers pay RM8 per month, the actual operating cost for each
domestic premise connected to a public sewage treatment plant
is over RM17 per month. This rate, which has been in effect for
the past 28 years, does not cover the rising running expenses
as well as the cost of building new plants and sewerage pipeline
networks.

Our other green initiative comprises the expansion of the
desludging services for fat, oil and grease (FOG) trap for food
businesses, which was implemented at the beginning of 2021.
This initiative is vital in minimising the possibilities of illegal
discharge and dumping of FOG into public waterways and
manholes that can cause harmful pollution to the environment
and to people’s health. We are seeing good traction in the take
up of the FOG desludging services and expect to see a positive
impact on our bottom line in two to three years’ time.

After extensive public consultation, a proposal for a minimal
increment of the tariff rates has been put forward to be
implemented on a gradual basis. This proposal has received
support from the National Water Services Commission (SPAN)
and KASA. Although the increment proposed will still not cover
cost-per-customer, it will go some way in balancing expenditure
against prudent investments in ensuring the rakyat continues to
benefit from a well-managed sewerage system.

Of note is our progress made in the year for the expansion of the
water reclamation plant (WRP) initiative to further treat processed
wastewater from IWK’s sewage treatment plant so that it can be
reused for non-potable purposes. I am happy to report that we
have commenced operations on WRP SAM163 (Setia Alam)
in May 2021 which has seen the WRP produce 4MLD of nonpotable water for industrial use.

Our people – Indahans – have always been our strongest resource.
In today’s talent-driven and knowledge-based economy, we know
the immense value we derive from developing our people and
providing them with a healthy and supportive work environment.
During one of the most unprecedented times in history, our people
have demonstrated agility and resilience to drive the aspirations
of the organisation forward.
As the world and its demand change, we must change too to
become more adaptive and innovative. IWK is poised to progress
ahead on its transformative journey of change towards greater
sustainability, and we need to ensure that our people are enabled
and empowered to drive that change. We introduced a Culture
Transformation programme that complements and expands on
our core values of Integrity, Work Ethic and Knowledge. Through
this programme, we seek to drive a movement of individual
accountability and individual pride for the collective achievement
of the organisation’s aspirations. We introduced six Individual
Commitments, that serve as a personal charter to do their best,
and appointed 110 Change Agents among peers for motivation
and encouragement. This Culture Transformation is one of the
foundational enablers toward IWK achieving and delivering on its
five-year Business Plan towards greater sustainability.

Agility and Resilience in 2022
Our focus for 2022 remains resolute on the strategies outlined
to strengthen resilience through building greater business
independence and reducing reliance on government support.
Our strategies, which have been driven since 2019, are bearing
fruit but there is more to be done across the four identified pillars
of strengthening business sustainability, expanding coverage and
increasing service efficiency, empowering the green economy,
and building greater synergy between the wastewater and water
industry.
The horizon ahead may be murky and difficult to see at times,
but our focus remains clear. As we enter the penultimate year of
our 2019-2023 Business Plan, we are humbled by the significant
progress reflected in our ambition to be the premier wastewater
company. Year 2022 marks the first year of IWK’s migration from
Authorised Person (AP) to a Service Licensee (SL), in line with
Water Services Industry Act (WSIA)’s direction. We reaffirm our
commitment to drive operational agility and resiliency to meet the
environmental standards and the needs of our communities and
our stakeholders.
Our employees who bring our purpose to life will be a big part
of our 2022 strategic imperative. We will continue with our
Culture Transformation programme as we strive to empower
them to deliver on their fullest potential that is supported by an
inclusive culture that values and respects their contribution to the
organisation.
In Appreciation
I am encouraged by all we have achieved over the past year. I am
especially heartened by the support and commitment shown by
our internal and external stakeholders.
Our achievements could not have been possible without the
passion and dedication demonstrated by our Board of Directors,
a motivated leadership bench led ably by the Chief Executive
Officer Mr. Narendran Maniam, and all the committed and
motivated Indahans. I would like to recognise the immense support
and guidance of the Ministry of Finance (MOF), KASA, and the
regulators, which are SPAN and the Department of Environment
(DOE). A special thanks go to all our customers, business partners
and vendors for their continuous trust and support.
Each and every one across our ecosystem has played a vital
role in helping IWK deliver on its purpose. We look forward to
a meaningful year ahead in navigating the challenges of the
industry to help drive positive change for greater sustainability.

Thank you.
YB Tuan Haji Ahmad Johnie Zawawi
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IWK GALLERY
– THROUGH
THE YEARS

Indah Water Konsortium (IWK) Sewerage
Gallery, established in 2018, is little more
than a red brick building. Nestled within
Pantai Dalam - one of the oldest settlements
in Kuala Lumpur – and situated within the
Pantai Dalam Sewage Treatment Plant, the
building is an important part of Malaysia’s
sewerage treatment development history.
Built in 1956 by the British Administration, it
was the first central sewage pumping station
for Kuala Lumpur, often referred to as the
‘engine room’ and was operated by the Kuala
Lumpur City Hall (DBKL).
Efforts have been made to refurbish and
restore this old building into a national
sewerage gallery, conserving the historical
collection of artefacts from the sewerage
industry throughout the decades.
Today, IWK Sewerage Gallery or Galeri
Pembetungan IWK has been marked as a
National Heritage under the Akta Warisan
Kebangsaan 2005 (AKTA 645).
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SITTING DOWN WITH THE CEO
This is an important approval for IWK as it allows us to derive
supplementary revenue to build stable financial resources
to support the sewerage operations for the long term. While
the prospects ahead to build alternative revenue streams are
exciting, I must caution that it will be a couple more years, at
the very least, before we can realise revenue as we would need
to put in the enablers which include operational mechanics,
collaborations with partners, and investments into assets to
facilitate the expansion of non-core businesses.
We have also recently migrated to becoming a Service Licensee
in line with the Water Services Industry Act (WSIA) which was
enacted in 2006 to regulate water services in Peninsular Malaysia
and Labuan, which allows us to move towards operating on an
asset-light model.
So, overall, the report card for IWK’s performance in 2021 has
been outstanding, hitting a lot of our identified performance
deliverables based on the BP2019-2023.
With the good progress made, how has this been
reflected in the organisation’s financials?

How has IWK performed overall for the year in review?
In 2021, we continued our focus on areas that have been identified as key drivers in building business sustainability
and wastewater integrity as outlined in our 2019-2023 Business Plan (BP2019-2023). I am very pleased to
see the excellent traction that we have been making towards our four main goals: drive business sustainability,
expand coverage of wastewater services, contribute to the green economy, and enhance synergy between the
water and wastewater industries.
I would say a significant achievement in 2021 was receiving government approval to extend IWK’s concession
agreement until end-2034 based on the excellent performance demonstrated by the national sewerage
company over the past three decades. We have also made good progress on the tariff revision proposal,
essentially laying out a long-term plan to gradually rebalance the tariff rate, which has remained unchanged
since IWK started. The proposal has been years in the works and has been well supported by the National
Water Services Commission (SPAN) and the Ministry of Environment and Water (KASA).
We have also made commendable inroads towards expanding our revenue streams, apart from drawing
income from operating and maintaining connected sewerage services. Of note, scheduled desludging is now
mandated to be carried out once every two years, allowing us to expand the desludging services on a more
regular basis. Over and above this, we have also broadened complementary services of desludging for fat,
oil and grease (FOG) trap for food premise owners, restaurant owners and food court operators introduced in
2020.
The concession agreement that was approved recently also covers the additional provision of allowing IWK
to undertake non-tariff business activities which are categorised as non-core business streams. This would
include initiatives such as producing non-potable reclaimed water from treated effluent, monetising the
sewerage reserved land with telco towers and billboards, exploring usage of biosolids such as the use of
fertilisers for non-food crops, and providing international management and technical services.

I am very encouraged by the improved financial performance for
2021. This progressive improvement comes on the back of the
strengthened building blocks that we have put in place over the
past few years as guided by the BP2019-2023, as well as from
the tireless efforts of the team at IWK.
In 2021, the operating revenue including other income increased
marginally by RM3.3 million to RM784.39 million, up 0.4%
compared to the previous operating year 2020. The increased
revenue was driven primarily by organic growth in the number of
domestic customers. Despite just a slight increase in revenue, we
significantly improved Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation
and Amortisation (EBITDA) for 2021, with a lower loss of RM67.6
million compared to the EBITDA loss of RM78.40 million as
at end 2020. This EBITDA calculation excludes government
compensation and subsidy. We hope to continue narrowing this
gap with ongoing efforts to strengthen both core and non-core
revenue streams, while at the same time sustaining our lean
operations cost.
Digital adoption that started to accelerate due to the dire
circumstances of the pandemic in early 2020 continued to
become an integral lifestyle choice in how customers now choose
to engage with billers. We embarked on campaigns to encourage
more customers to pay their bills via e-payment platforms with
good results. In 2021, payment from online and digital payment
channels, including FPX and e-wallets, reached 76% of total
collection. JomPay has grown to become our second biggest
payment channel, and we are seeing a more significant number
of customers signing up for IWK’s e-bill payment services. This
has seen IWK record a better cumulative collection rate at 91.8%
compared to 91.0% in the previous financial year, denoting that
more people are paying their IWK bills.
In building our sustainable financial standing, we have made
efforts to stabilise and strengthen IWK’s cash flow position. As of
2021, we have managed to reverse the declining trend of cash
balances from the previous years.
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The efforts taken to strengthen our financial position is very
imperative to reduce IWK’s reliance on government subsidies,
and move towards being more independently financed with a
strong operational base. Government subsidy has reduced over
the years, from RM146.4 million in 2019 to RM110.0 million in
2021.
This is indeed a strong validation of the strategies laid out in the
BP2019-2023 towards building financial resilience as we have
managed to achieve improving financial results compared to prior
years and built up a sufficient cash position to withstand ongoing
market challenges.
With the improvements made in our operations and the expansion
of our non-core business, I believe we are well on the path to
achieving a good sense of financial stability in the coming years.
What inroads have you made in driving revenue
streams from your core business as part of the
efforts to strengthen your financial standing?
Our core business is that of managing the nation’s connected
sewerage system and individual septic tanks (IST), and treating
the wastewater before it is fit and safe to be released back
into the environment. On a daily basis, Malaysian homes and
businesses produce an estimated 6,000 MLD of wastewater
daily which has to go through sewage treatment plants (STP)
before being released back into the water cycle. The 6,000 MLD
of treated effluent is equivalent to approximately 2,000 Olympicsized swimming pools.
To do this efficiently, safely and to the stringent standards
required, the STPs run non-stop, which means the facilities
need to be in tip-top operating conditions. We currently manage
and operate over 7,273 STPs, 20,605 km of sewer pipes and
1,375 Network Pump Stations (NPS), in addition to 1.3 million
individual septic tanks and more than 800,000 traditional toilet
tanks nationwide. We have also, across the years, taken over
various STPs which have differing engineering models and
components. In 2021, we took over maintenance of the public
sewerage system in Kelantan, Johor Bahru and Pasir Gudang,
which increased the assets on our books as well as expanded
our customer base. In order to ensure these facilities are in good
operational condition, continuous investment in maintenance,
upgrades and improvements are needed to keep operations
going at acceptable standards.
Another notable achievement to supplement IWK’s revenue
stream is the scheduled desludging that has been made mandatory
upon its gazettement in March 2021. Septic tank owners will now
have to conduct maintenance or desludging work on a regular
basis. Given that there are approximately 1.3 million premises
in Malaysia using septic tanks, of which 90% have not been
conducting regular desludging activities, this poses an excellent
opportunity for us to implement this very necessary service which
could otherwise cause pollution and water-borne diseases, while
at the same time, generating a steady income moving forward.
Since the announcement of mandated scheduled desludging was
made, and with a high level of awareness campaigns initiated, we
have seen an increase to an average of 10.3% as more premises
make appointments for scheduled desludging. As of end-2021,
6.1% of desludging work has been completed.
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We have also received support from the Ministry of Finance
(MOF) for us to participate in FOG desludging tenders under
the Local Authorities (or state-level authorities) nationwide. This
gives us the opening to pitch for more desludging service works.
For instance, the Majlis Perbandaran Selayang (MPS) appointed
IWK to desludge 70 of its Communal Grease Traps (CGT).
Additionally, we are also collaborating with sewage disposal
systems operators to develop new FOG facilities that can
process FOG and convert the processed cooking oil into biodiesel feedstock.
Collection of bills and a stagnated tariff rate have
long been a challenge for IWK. What progress have
you seen in this area?
One of the ways we strengthened our revenue base is to intensify
our bill collections rate. Our collection rate has been improving
year on year, but there is still some way to go. We have had to
embark on ongoing education and awareness campaigns on the
need for a properly managed sewerage system. Many have still
not come to appreciate the indispensable service of sewerage
management to provide the nation with reliable sewerage
services that are crucial for protecting our water resources and
safeguarding against diseases such as cholera, typhoid and
dysentery.
While the collection rate has been improving, the amount collected
is still very low based on the tariff calculated. Bill collection for
2021 amounted to RM722.052 million compared to RM739.128
in 2020. The tariff rate has not been changed for close to 28
years since IWK was first established. While we knew that it was
logical to bring the tariff rate to market parity, we believe that our
customers and our communities have a right to participate in
decisions that affect them. That is why we conducted a public
consultation on their thoughts on the tariff. More than 80% of
respondents surveyed agreed with the tariff revision proposal.
A high number of respondents agreed that tariff revision would
help IWK improve the quality of sewerage services towards
environmental sustainability.
Efforts are now underway to increase the rates in the right direction
towards implementing a revision of the sewerage tariff rate for the
domestic category which has the full support of SPAN and KASA.
While the revised rate will only be increased very minimally, every
little bit helps towards fulfilling capital and operational expenses
in managing the nation's sewerage system. Our proposal takes
into consideration the different economic situations of our users.
Among the approaches proposed to mitigate the financial impact
on our customers is by implementing a phased tariff adjustment
for connected services, payment flexibility for desludging services
and rebates to identified lower-income segments of society.
The proposal for the rate revision went through approval
channels up to the Cabinet-level with the timeline of approval
expected in 2022.
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How have your efforts been in growing revenue
from the non-core business segment?
Of notable significance to IWK is the approval to extend IWK’s
concession agreement which comes with the added approval
to enable IWK to implement non-core business to supplement
its income stream. The signing of the Supplemental Concession
Agreement (SCA) allows us to further undertake efforts to
monetise the grounds on which the STPs are built, sub-leasing
the land to third parties for commercial purposes such as renting
out the site for telecommunication towers, billboards, fibre optic
cables and the like.
Altogether, the potential land and assets available for utilisation
measure across 3,701 gazetted sewerage sites which include
STPs and NPS as well as a length of 20,355 km of sewer pipes
that can be leased for the installation of fibre optic cables.
In regards to utilising the land around the STPs, we invited
proposals from interested parties in 2021, targeting close to 50
new telecommunication towers and billboards to be installed at
our sites nationwide by 2022. In terms of installation of fibre-optic
cables on our sewer network, 170 km length of our sewer line has
already been utilised to improve Malaysia’s broadband coverage
and quality, and we hope this momentum will increase. The
monetisation potential is sizeable, and one that we look to with
much expectation. We hope to recognise revenue from these
initiatives in 2022.
In building further revenue streams, we looked to derive greater
value from the treated wastewater so as not to waste the efforts.
The wastewater can be treated further by IWK’s advanced
technologies to be reused for non-potable purposes. Non-potable
water is water that is not of drinking quality but may still be used
for many other purposes such as industrial use, landscaping, and
the like. In 2020, we teamed up with Pengurusan Air Selangor
Sdn Bhd (Air Selangor), supported by KASA and SPAN to carry
out this sustainable water recycling initiative through water
reclamation to supply high quality reclaimed water for industrial
purposes. In 2021, we partnered with Syarikat Air Melaka Bhd
(SAMB) to further expand the efforts toward building greater
sustainability in the water industry.
To date, I am pleased to report that our Setia Alam Regional STP
(SAM163) has commenced water reclamation operations in May
2021, capable of yielding 4MLD of reclaimed water for industrial
use since it started operations. Apart from the WRP in Setia
Alam, we have also, via our partners, commenced discussions
with potential customers in the reclaimed water business in Shah
Alam and Melaka with the aim of rolling out the non-potable
initiatives there soon.
Another of our non-core services is the grease trap desludging
FOG service, launched in 2020. This service has seen good
growth in addressing the frequent blockage issues in sewer
pipelines and water pollution. These blockages are caused by
fat, oil and grease from food waste and cooking oil that is typically
dumped directly into drains. This can harden and eventually block
water flow, resulting in sewage overflow and pollution onto the
grounds, into buildings, and into waterways. With the heightened
awareness campaigns with food and beverage operators, we
have seen many businesses appreciating and using this service
regularly. We expect this segment to positively contribute to our
bottom line from 2023 onwards.

What efforts have been put in place to manage expenses given that this is an ongoing rising cost, and what are
some of the challenges faced in managing rising operations costs?
We have always adopted a prudent and disciplined approach to cost management. The management of the STPs is our main
priority and we ensure that operational expenses in this regard are not compromised. This priority is not just for the maintenance and
upgrades but also to implement the appropriate technology as well as site security measures.
We are thankful for the support and approval in principle from SPAN to utilise the Sewerage Capital Contribution Fund (SCC Fund)
towards improving the public sewerage assets for the next ten years under the 2021-2030 Master Plan. The Master Plan outlines the
utilisation of the funds to cover refurbishment and upgrading of sewerage systems; upgrading STPs towards being Para i compliant
(which means stringent compliance set by the authorities); replacing and upgrading equipment, instrumentation and replacement of
sewerage systems; improving sewerage systems taken over by IWK; implementing a regional sewerage system; and improving the
sewerage management system.
In 2021, we obtained approval for the utilisation of RM236.19 million. Of this, RM142.8 million has been allocated for the upgrading
of 644 STPs to ensure that they comply with specified parameters of effluent quality discharge (Para (i)) as set by the Environmental
Quality (Sewage) Regulations 2009 (EQSR 2009). In the same year, we completed the physical upgrading works for 144 plants with
the remaining 500 slated for completion in 2022.
The SCC Fund is a crucial lifeline towards supplementing the
capital and operational costs needed to do improvement and
upgrading works for the sewerage systems. The funds generated
by IWK’s revenue alone would not suffice to cover these very
important works. This is particularly pertinent given that we are
taking over various STPs from different local authorities. While
the takeovers align with our aim to upgrade and improve the
quality of sewerage services in Peninsular Malaysia, we have
to contend with the fact that some of these facilities are ageing
assets. There are also many that do not just need maintenance
but proper rebuild and remodelling to cater to the upgraded and
more efficient effluent management standards. These, of course,
need continuous funds for expenses and investments amid an
environment of rising operational costs, inflation and many other
factors. Once this is stabilised, we can expect to enhance our core
revenue but more importantly, provide the whole of Peninsular
Malaysia with quality sewerage services by IWK.
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Despite various energy optimisation initiatives implemented, electricity remains one of our significant expenses given that STPs
consume high energy in the course of its operations. Among the efforts made to save electricity consumption is by installing photovoltaic
(PV) solar systems at suitable IWK treatment plants so that the energy generated can be re-channelled to STP operations.

Upgrading works on the STPs continue to be an important aspect
of the work we carry out at IWK because we need to ensure the
engineering components are comparable so that they are wellequipped to treat wastewater to the environmental standards
required as set out by the Department of Environment (DOE).
Apart from this, upgrading the machinery also allows for better
operational efficiency and energy consumption. We need about
24 months to implement the upgrades, repairs and standardise
features, especially for the ageing assets. In 2021, we appointed
28 Term Contractors to deliver and install components and
machinery that included diffusers, mixers, blowers, and control
panels for 150 STPs.

IWK Energy Savings Initiatives
Manned Plant Energy Initiatives
Energy Management System

• Implementation and maintain Energy Management Certification (EnMS:ISO 50001)
at Kuala Sawah (SEN330), Bandar Tun Razak STP (KLR129), Georgetown STP
(PEG227), Pantai STP (KLR348) and Pantai 2 STP (KLR399)
• Continue implementation of this standard to all mechanised Manned Plants
nationwide

Enhanced Time of Use (ETOU)

• Managing STP operations through ETOU tariff scheme

Maximum Demand Management

• Using Maximum Demand Management Controller to
• Reduce Maximum Demand usage
• Reduce energy consumption
• Shift Maximum Demand from Peak area to Mid-Peak are based on ETOU tariff

Energy Efficient Blower

• Optimise Energy Efficient Blower operations through Service Moderation Mode

Automation and Control

• Implementing automation modes for better efficiency for
• Maximum Demand Controller
• Upgrading existing Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
• Installing new sensors
• Installing Capacitor Banks
• Efficiency Improvement for Large Pump
• Linking Large Pump to Main SCADA

Multiple Plant Optimisation
Enhanced Time of Use (ETOU)

• Managing STP operations through implementing ETOU for 1,250 STPs

Process Optimisation

• Optimising STP processes through innovative packaging of Treatment Team that
would enable enhanced process data analysis for STP optimisation

Resource Recovery Projects for Internal Use
Biogas

• Leverage Biogas production which are converted to energy for internal plant use

Solar Panel

• Installation of solar panels at STPs to generate energy for internal plant use

We have also collaborated with TNB in conducting energy audits
at the STPs maintained by IWK and are encouraged to note that
appropriate energy saving measures have been implemented at
our plants.
One of the cost challenges that we also face is when customers
make appointments for desludging services but cancel it at the last
minute when our septic tanks are already at their doorsteps, or
refuse to go ahead with the services for unacceptable reasons. In
2021, about 30% of customers who made appointments refused
services after our officers arrived at their premises. This has an
impact on the cost of pre-preparation of the septic tanker, as well
as on time and cost of the journey undertaken and workers’ time.
As such, a reasonable abortive charge has been submitted for
review to the relevant regulators to be applied in such instances.
What is the status of IWK’s aspiration to expand
and improve the management of sewerage systems
nationwide?
Although IWK is the national sewerage company for Malaysia, not
all STPs are under the purview of IWK. We have been tasked to
progressively take over and manage the sewerage services from
relevant local authorities and government sewerage facilities to
elevate and standardise wastewater treatment in Peninsular
Malaysia and Wilayah Persekutuan Labuan. To date, we have
taken over 37 STPs under the first phase from the Ministry of
Education (MOE) and are currently in the process of taking over
109 STPs located across government hospitals from the Ministry
of Health (MOH).
In 2021, IWK took over the operations and maintenance of
Kelantan’s sewage management service when we entered into
a Business Transfer Agreement with Majaari Services Sdn Bhd
which previously managed Kelantan’s sewage services. Under
the agreement, we took over 33 public STPs and 13 pumping
stations as well as provide desludging service to 81,275 ISTs
and 259,343 traditional tanks there. We have also concluded
discussions and signed a Collaboration Agreement on managing
the public sewerage services in areas under the jurisdiction of
the Johor Bahru City Council (MBJB) and the Pasir Gudang
City Council (MBPG). As of 1 December 2021, we took over the
operations and maintenance of 162 sewage treatment plants, of
which 118 were from the MBJB area and 44 from the MBPG area,
which serves a population equivalent of 1.09 million people.
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The takeover of sewerage services in Kelantan, Johor Bahru
and Pasir Gudang means that IWK now operates in 101 of the
153 local authorities’ areas in Peninsular Malaysia, managing
a coverage area of 81,954 km2 with a Connected Population
Equivalent (cPE) of 28.75 million as at end-2021. This is an
increase from the 79,722 km2 coverage managed by IWK as of
end-2020. As our scope of coverage area expands, our resources
need to be increased as well in tandem to manage the operations
of sewerage treatment services well.
As a wastewater utility company with the key
objective of ensuring water is clean and safe for
the environment, how has IWK adapted to raising
expectations of sustainability?
We are a purpose-driven organisation with a core focus on
ensuring our treated water is clean, safe and sustainable to the
environment. We want to make sure the integrity of the water
ecosystem of Malaysia’s wastewater industry is kept intact
through a proper and well-maintained sewerage system. We
are committed to taking a leadership role in addressing our
sustainability approach through adherence to environmental,
social and governance (ESG) disciplines.
As Malaysia moves into a recovery phase following two years
of managing the pandemic, the recently unveiled 12th Malaysia
Plan for 2021-2025 outlines the country’s strategic priorities to
promote sustainable economic recovery. In this Plan, efforts to
accelerate green growth, enhance energy sustainability and
transform the water sector are one of the three imperatives
identified. This will include a restructuring of the water sector
with the aim to enable it to be a significant contributor to national
growth and wealth creation. Under the Plan, a Water Sector
Transformation 2040 (WST 2040) agenda would be introduced to
set a strategic direction to ensure the water sector is a dynamic
growth driver while ensuring water supply for all.
The sewerage sector is also one of the critical components in
realising the WST 2040. This is also in line with the commitment
that we have taken towards improving the quality of the country’s
sewerage services in line with Sustainable Development Goal 6,
which is to ensure access to clean water and sanitation as a whole.
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One of the ways that we have been aligning our efforts in this
direction is to ensure that the sewerage assets are operated and
maintained optimally to ensure acceptable standards of effluents
are discharged into the waterways to mitigate instances of
pollution. IWK has always prioritised achieving high levels of final
effluent compliance standards. I am proud to report that, once
again, we have achieved and met the environmental regulatory
compliance standards. We achieved 97.7% compliance with the
environmental regulatory standard of effluent discharge in 2021
compared to 2020’s achievement of 97.1%.
This is despite nefarious acts of illegal dumping that continue
to occur. In 2021, we received reports of 29 cases of illegal
discharge into manholes and inspection chambers. We continue
to strengthen preventive measures such as the introduction of
manhole-locking systems to stave off criminals from opening
the manhole and dumping discharge into them illegally. We also
formed surveillance teams to monitor high-risk areas. In any
case, our emergency containment of contaminated wastewater
measures will be expediently deployed should instances like this
happen, helping to contain the inadvertent pollution and clean up
the contaminating substance.
We have also gone beyond sewage treatment to pursue resource
recovery where water, nutrients and energy are reclaimed and
recycled for beneficial uses. Apart from treating wastewater to
safely return it to the environment, we can turn it for other uses
with the help of green technology. One of it is by further treatment
of the bioeffluent that can be converted into ‘fit-for-purpose
specifications’ non-potable use such as for industrial applications,
environmental recharge and agricultural use in a way that does
not harm the plant and soil. In addition to water reclamation and
recycling, sewage treatment produces biosolids that contain
nutrients, energy and inert material that can be recovered and
commercialised. The nutrient in the biosolids can be recovered
into biofertilisers or animal feed whereas the residual inert
material can be recovered into construction material. The energy
value can also be recovered as biogas or solid fuel. We produce
about 80,000 tonne of biosolids that can be harnessed for the
respective value instead of being disposed to the landfill. This
will reduce GHG emissions while contributing simultaneously
towards sustainable development goals and expanding the
circular economy – where nothing is left to waste.
We are currently running a renewable energy initiative for solar
power where we leverage our onsite assets to install solar
photovoltaic (PV) systems. In 2021, we identified 53 STPs that
will be installed with the solar PV systems towards adopting a
self-consumption model. What this means is that the energy
produced via the solar PV systems will be used back to run
the particular STP, thereby reducing and achieving savings on
the high electricity bills for the STPs. At the moment, we have
installed the solar PV system at the KL-Pantai 2 Regional STP
and will roll out the installation at the other 53 sites in 2022.
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Another interesting initiative that we have undertaken as well
under green technology is the use of Black Soldier Fly Larvae
(BSFL) for a more efficient biosolids processing. The BSFL are
larvae that feed on biosolids, making the biosolids bioconversion
process fast, efficient and energy conserving. The protein
rich larvae are converted to protein meal to be sold as animal
feed. Cost savings and revenue from this initiative support the
sustainable management of biosolids.
How have efforts been going so far to synergise
dynamics within the water and wastewater
industry?
The synergy between the wastewater and water industries is
important to drive the awareness of the interlinkages between
both industries. This is also aligned with the 12th Malaysia Plan
which looks to transform and enhance the water sector industry.
One of the initiatives that we have already embarked on is the
joint-billing initiative. Through this initiative, we seek to include
IWK utility services together with water utility bills as part of our
efforts to get our users to appreciate its interconnectedness.
This is one of the most effective initiatives that will raise the
recognition of wastewater services as a crucial part of the water
utility value chain.
We are pleased with the efforts at the joint billing initiative
successfully implemented in Labuan and Terengganu. In 2021,
we presented a Joint Billing proposal at the Majlis Air Negara
(MAN) to a resounding discussion, with various areas to be
reviewed and researched further. We will continue to engage
with the relevant stakeholders with the hopes of implementing
the joint billing initiative progressively.
In uplifting the sustainability of the water services industry,
we also look forward to collaborating with water operators on
developing water reclamation initiatives as a second source of
water for non-potable usage for industrial use. With the success
as demonstrated by our ongoing collaboration with Air Selangor
in Klang Valley and SAMB in Melaka, we foresee similar
collaborations to develop reclaimed water and have made a
presentation on driving this effort to MAN in December 2021.
How have you been coping on the People front with
another year operating under COVID-19 concerns?

I believe that we have calibrated to a new way of working and
what was once termed the ‘new normal’ has now firmly become
entrenched as a way of work and life for us. In 2021, these
impacts were less felt, also given that the sewerage treatment
business is considered an essential service.
People remained our main focus – our customers, our employees
and our community.
Maintaining and excelling at customer service is an important
performance deliverable for IWK and our Service Charter is
published so that we are held to standards in our engagements
with them. I am so proud of our people as they went the extra mile
in helping our customers during a year that was unevenly filled
with lockdowns and tentative movements in phases. We managed
to maintain outstanding customer satisfaction levels for the year
in review based on the adherence to service level agreements of
95% for operational enquiries and 97.4% for billing enquiries in
2021. We also conducted a Customer Satisfaction survey with the
Merdeka Centre which involved 4,500 respondents in Peninsular
Malaysia and was aimed at getting a general view of the quality of
sewerage services provided in their residential areas or business
premises. We were heartened to note that we achieved a score
of 92% for customer satisfaction with IWK services.
Our People continue to remain our most vital assets and we
are committed to providing an enabling environment with
opportunities for them to perform their best. We supported our
people in managing a hybrid working environment during the
course of 2021. In moving towards greater protection, our people
achieved a 99% vaccination rate, and a good majority have
taken their boosters which continues to progress encouragingly.
Of note is our report card on health and safety, considering
that the frontline work that we do involves the 3D – working in
dirty, dangerous and difficult conditions with the sole objective
of ensuring that the sewage treatment services do not face any
disruptions. Safety of our people is a non-negotiable priority for
us. With enhanced safety and security measures implemented
on a progressive basis, we have seen the number of incidents in
2021 drop by 53% to 19, compared to the 40 incidences in 2020.
Thankfully, there was no fatality to report.

Our employee engagement survey (EES) reflects our aspirations
and achievements for a highly engaged workforce with an EES
score of 92% for the year in review. These are encouraging
indicators that we are moving towards building an enabled
workforce. We need to continue to ensure that as the business
moves in an evolved direction towards embedding sustainability,
our people are equipped to meet the needs and jobs of the future.
We continue to put in place programmes and initiatives to enable
our people. A key programme that cuts across 2021 into 2022
is the Culture Transformation programme to ensure that we
remain true to our values. More of this is elaborated in the People
segment on page 51.
We believe in supporting our communities by contributing to worthy
social causes that uphold their well-being and contribute to their
development under our IWK Cares banner. For the year in review,
we turned to communities that were affected by the ongoing
ravages of the COVID-19 pandemic, through various charitable
contributions in the form of donations of medical necessities to
selected hospitals such as hospital beds, respirators, Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) equipment, daily necessities of nongovernmental organisations (NGOs), welfare housing needs and
computer donations for learning. The country also faced one of its
worst floods in years at the end of 2021. We galvanised volunteers
to extend aid to flood victims by handing out essential needs,
food supplies and hygiene kits. IWK also provided assistance in
the form of cleaning services and free desludging services to the
affected communities.
If anything, the publicity that we try to spur for our community
engagement is merely to encourage other like-minded
organisations to do the same. As corporate citizens, we have to
keep each other to account and to engage in community services
for the betterment of the nation as a whole. Nevertheless, we
were humbled and appreciative to have our community initiatives
recognised by the Star Outstanding Business Awards (SOBA)
2021 under the category of corporate social responsibility
(CSR). The CSR Award honoured IWK’s unceasing community
engagement initiatives, especially during the pandemic and
when the flood disaster struck the country. This award is
further encouragement to our people to continue supporting the
communities in which we operate, more so in times of need.

We have been weathering the challenges well. When the
pandemic first hit us in early 2020, we battened our hatches and
implemented various workarounds as the work we do in treating
the nation’s wastewater doesn’t stop. If anything, ensuring
that the ESG principles are integrated into the business is an
important realisation for all of us. We adapted to the various
safety protocols of practising social distancing and reduced inoffice presence except for frontliners, while continuing to deliver
value from our work.

The results of these continuous efforts in energy management
have seen IWK bag the ASEAN Energy Awards (AEA) 2020 for
the Renewable Energy category, the ASEAN Energy Awards
2021 for the Energy Efficiency category and the National Energy
Awards (NEA) 2021 for Energy Management category.
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Of significant importance to IWK being able to achieve our
deliverables for the year in review, and even before that, is the
solidarity and support extended to us by our stakeholders, KASA,
SPAN, DOE, the various Local Authorities, and other interested
parties. Everything that we achieved in the past twelve months
has been because of their active engagement and partnership.
Their participation builds stronger relationships and enables
informed decision-making in order for us to deliver more
sustainable outcomes.
What is in store for IWK in 2022?
I believe the outlook will remain challenging but I am optimistically
cautious about maintaining IWK’s commendable performance for
2022. This is because the strategies outlined in our BP 20192023 has proven to demonstrate encouraging results on the back
of the building blocks that have been put in place. The demand
for clean, sanitised wastewater remains on the rise, especially
following the appreciation for the role it plays in protecting the
environment. Increased urbanisation and rising population
growth are other contributory factors that support demand.
The challenge ahead will remain in how and when the minimal
revision to the tariff will be implemented, as well as in making
progress on our efforts to expand coverage and build synergy
within the water industry. Our ongoing progress towards
initiatives to build better and consistent revenue streams are
key to securing IWK’s stable and resilient financial footing. In
this regard, we are geared up to develop and expedite the noncore income streams following the supplemental concession
agreement that has been received.
As we navigate the choppy waters of 2022, we continue to reflect
on our purpose as a business. We can only get where we are and
where we want to be because of the resolve, skill, competence
and willpower of our people. A critical enabler in IWK reaching
its aspirations as a premier wastewater management company
in Asia is in building ourselves up as a high-performance
organisation. That is why 2022 will be critical in our journey to
better ourselves and one which we have embarked on to embrace
change via a cultural transformation programme.
Underscoring these strategic imperatives and initiatives for
the upcoming year is our commitment to financial prudence in
managing and operating our business. We believe the strategy
to strengthen our business sustainability is well placed under
the BP2019-2023 to serve IWK’s journey toward building greater
sustainability and resilience.
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A WORD OF THANKS…
We have made significant progress in our efforts to strengthen
IWK’s business resilience and build greater sustainability as
we embrace change and step up on our journey of becoming
a premier wastewater company.
Many hands make light work. The achievements of the
past year could not have been accomplished without the
strong support from many. My deep appreciation goes to
the Chairman and the Board of Directors for their continued
guidance and encouragement.
I would like to express my gratitude to our oversight and
management regulators - Yang Berhormat Ministers and
Deputy Ministers, the Secretary Generals and all the officers
from the Ministry of Environment and Water (KASA); the
Ministry of Finance (MOF); the National Water Services
Commission (SPAN); the Department of Environment
(DOE), Sewerage Services Department (JPP), and all
relevant agencies. Their tremendous support has been key
to IWK navigating challenges to become a more sustainable
and resilient organisation.
A special note of thanks goes to our customers who
appreciate the works of IWK, and the many partners, vendors
and contractors who collaborate and work with us. This
appreciation also goes to academia and non-governmental
organisations supporting us and pushing us to be better.
I want to appreciate the hard work and commitment delivered
by the management and our employees throughout the year.
Without their dedication, support and belief, IWK would not
have been able to scale the rungs of progress that we have
reached today.
We all have learned from the challenges of the past few
years, and I believe this experience will further accelerate
our transformation as we embrace a whole new sustainable
future for IWK.

OUR STRATEGY FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Embracing Change to Shape Long-term Sustainability
The wastewater industry makes a wide-ranging contribution to society, from the well-being of the environment, the health of people,
and the strength of the economy. Our vision is to become the premier wastewater company. We aim to deliver our best service in the
most sustainable and responsible manner.
Our strategy sets out our approach to deliver on our long-term purpose to sustain resilience in our business, protect the environment,
and nurture our communities. As we navigate the changing landscape around us, we look to enhance value for all our stakeholders
and build integrated sustainability along the value chain of our operations.
Our 2019-2023 Business Strategy
We must embrace change and transform the way we operate to fully deliver on our Purpose. In 2019, we undertook a comprehensive
business review to ascertain a clearer path to financial and operational sustainability and efficiency. From this review, we developed
a five-year Business Plan for the cycle of 2019 to 2023 (BP2019-2023) which gives us a strategic roadmap towards improving our
financial position, enhancing our value creation and developing our people and business for growth.
IWK Business Plan 2019-2023

5 Focus Areas in Transformation to Support Business Plan 2019-2023

Key Outcomes

PERFORMANCE

The Premier Wastewater Company

Strengthening IWK’s Business Sustainability – to break even and reduce government dependency
A sustainable premier wastewater company in providing water and environment services for the Rakyat

Strengthening
IWK’s Business
Sustainability

Operationalising BP 2019-2023

|
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PURPOSE

High Performance
Company

Expanding Coverage
and Increasing
Efficiency of
Wastewater Service

Culture & Change
Readiness

Empowering
Green Economy of
Wastewater Industry

Innovation/
System/Process

Synergy Between
Wastewater And
Water Industries

Strategic Stakeholder
Management

High performing
IWK employees
IWK as a thought leader
Value creation via
to portray a set of
in the region and the
strategic stakeholder
company that continues
engagement and CSR
to produce outstanding uniformity in living up to
centre of excellence
results with the highest
IWK’s unique identity
for training, R&D, and
with stakeholders as
level of stakeholders
towards achieving our
business operations
strategic partners that
satisfaction and
Vision, Mission and
for water industry and
proactively support the
commitment to success.
Values.
among government
Company’s initiatives
owned/linked companies.
and collaboration
opportunities.

Value Creation
through
Governance
Unlock value
through good
governance.
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Integrity and Governance Priority
As an organisation that upholds governance in all aspects of its business, IWK has an Integrity and Governance Unit which reports
directly to the Board of Integrity and Governance Committee (BIGC). The Unit is tasked to assess and improve integrity and governance
enhancement and implementation. In 2021, the Unit spearheaded the implementation of the Organisational Anti-Corruption Plan
(OACP) 2020-2022 and the Anti-Bribery Management System (ABMS) ISO MS 37001:2016.
These initiatives, as well as strategic reporting on identified areas of governance, are reported by the Unit directly to the regulators as
well which include the Malaysia Anti-Corruption Commission (MACC), SPAN and KASA.
IWK’s approach to good governance is in line with its Code of Conduct which is based on the three key Core Values of Integrity, Work
Ethic and Knowledge. The Code of Conduct has been the governing approach in all areas related to good governance, corruption,
anti-bribery, abuse of power, conflicts of interest and more. The Code of Conduct was established in December 2006. We also
established the Corruption Risk Management (CRM) and Organisational Anti-Corruption Plan (OACP) 2020-2022 that solidifies our
zero tolerance approach towards any form of bribery, favouritism or misconduct in any business dealing involving IWK.

The five-year BP2019-2023 Sustainability Strategy aligns with
the United Nations Sustainability Development Goals (UN SDGs)
and integrates environmental, social and governance (ESG)
factors into our overall business strategy. The plan focuses
on protecting the environment and building a green economy,
developing talents for sustainable and high-performance work
culture, strengthening and working in synergy with stakeholders
within the value chain, and creating value through strong corporate
governance and business ethics, all of which are important for
IWK to sustain operations as a responsible organisation.
Our BP2019-2023 is closely aligned with the strategic direction
taken by the Ministry of Environment and Water (KASA),
particularly on sewerage operational expenditure recovery,
coverage of connected sewerage services in urban cities and
water reclamation efforts. This strategy is also informed by
Malaysia’s policies and frameworks for water and wastewater
management toward greater sustainability.
Business continuity is vital for operational resilience. Our
Business Continuity Management (BCM) entails an enterprisewide approach to enable critical operations to recover and
resume from disruptions that arise from internal or external risk
events. In line with prioritising tenets of business sustainability,
we established a Business Continuity Roadmap 2022-2024 to
strengthen the state of preparedness so that operations would be
ably supported in whatever situations.
Good Governance
Good governance is critical to building a sustainable business
and delivering on our Purpose which is to protect the environment
and safeguard the health of people. Our governance framework
provides a solid foundation for our strategy and approach to
leadership. We strive to operate in a manner that reflects the
highest standards of corporate governance and are committed
to running our business with integrity. We have governance
frameworks and policies in place to ensure that we abide by
ethical business operations. Being Ethical is one of the Core
Values of IWK, and one that we uphold with much integrity.
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IWK is a highly regulated entity which lends further weight to
our adherence to good governance. Our performance and
achievement are held to account by the regulators. Our direct
oversight regulator is the National Water Services Commission
(SPAN), which is the national regulator for the water industry.
In 2022, we migrated from an Authorised Person (AP) status
to a Service Licensee (SL) status in accordance to the Water
Services Industry Act (WSIA). This migration allows us to align
our performance matrix with SPAN Business Plan and Key
Performance Indicators (KPI). The compliance with effluent
discharge standards are regulated by the Department of
Environment (DOE).

Standardises a general
Code of Conduct which is
comprehensive in shaping
the expected business
conduct and behaviour of
employees in the Company

Improves IWK’s
image as a
responsible
corporate entity

Inculcates
public trust and
confidence in our
business

The Board plays a proactive and leadership role in driving IWK’s
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) performance.
The Board operates within a formalised governance framework
that enables oversight on ESG matters as well as business,
operational, financial and other strategic risks.
Robust policies, guidelines and committees are in place that
ensure thoughtful deliberation and strict adherence to matters
such as procurement are made in a transparent manner to
enable decision-makers to make informed judgements on cost,
quality and socio-economic and environmental impact. These
processes abide by the permissible Limits of Authority and have
the oversight of the relevant Board committees and internal audit.

Inculcates a high level
of personal integrity
and professionalism
among IWK
employees

Builds good relations
between the
Company
and its customers

IWK Code
of Conduct

We also have in place policies that govern how we interact with our stakeholders, vendors and suppliers.
Policy On Gift, Entertainment, Corporate Hospitality, Sponsorship, Charitable Donation and Political Contribution
Vendor Code of Conduct
Dealing with Third-Party Policy
Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption Policy
Code of Conduct Policy
Whistleblowing Policy
Procurement Manual
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Anti-Bribery Management System (ABMS) ISO 37001:2016
In 2021, IWK received the Certification of Anti-Bribery Management
System (ABMS) ISO 37001:2016. The ISO 37001 Anti-Bribery
Management System (ABMS) aims to help companies prevent,
detect and respond to bribery incidences. The standard also
includes compliance with laws, regulations and other voluntary
commitments.
In 2021, IWK adopted the Integrated Management System
(IMS) to combine Quality, Environment, Occupational Safety &
Health, Energy, Assets & Anti -Corruption into one system that
would enable the organisation to work as a single unit with unified
objectives. We launched IMS Phase 3, which is the integration
of nine standards in line with the standards and requirements of
IWK as outlined in the table below. We also introduced three new
ISO schemes which are the Information Security Management
System (ISMS), General Requirements for the Competence
of Testing and Calibration Laboratories (LAB) and Quality
Management Customer Satisfaction (QMCS).
ISO achieved by IWK under IMS
1

MS ISO/IEC
17025:2017

General Requirements for the Competence
of Testing and Calibration Laboratories
(LAB)

2

ISO
45001:2018

Occupational, Health and Safety
Management Systems – Requirements with
guidance for use (OHSMS)

3

ISO
50001:2018

Energy Management Systems –
Requirements with guidance for use
(EnMS)

4

ISO/IEC
27001:2013

Information Security Management Systems
– Requirements (ISMS)

5

ISO
9001:2015

Quality Management Systems –
Requirements (QMS)

6

ISO
10002:2018

Quality Management Customer Satisfaction
– Guidelines for Complaints Handling in
Organizations (QMCS)

7

ISO
14001:2015

Environmental Management Systems –
Requirements with guidance for use (EMS)

8

ISO
55001:2014

Asset Management Systems –
Requirements (AMS)

9

ISO
37001:2016

Anti-Bribery Management Systems –
Requirements with guidance for use
(ABMS)

How we successfully rolled out OACP and ABMS
companywide
High standards of integrity are something that IWK
takes very seriously. As an employee in the Integrity
Governance Unit (IGU), I am encouraged by the ongoing
commitment to good corporate governance.
The development of the Organisational Anti-Corruption
Plan (OACP) is a mandatory initiative set by the
government to foster good corporate governance in
organisations in line with the National Anti-Corruption
Plan (NACP) policy. We immediately started work on the
OACP when the mandate came out in 2018. With the
assistance of the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission
(MACC), we successfully developed the Corruption Risk
Management (CRM) and the OACP. In fact, IWK is one
of the earliest Government-owned agencies under KASA
to have achieved the status.
I am proud of IWK and its high integrity level. I feel
we have the right tools and enablers in place such as
the OACP and the Anti-Bribery Management Systems
(ABMS) which help to institutionalise the process.
It creates a culture of good behaviour, where we are
constantly required to be analytical and weigh the risk
against benefits, value and uncertainty.
Anti-corruption comprise activities that oppose or inhibit
corruption. Just as corruption takes many forms, anticorruption efforts vary in scope and in strategy and with
the whole process and people. It also cultivates a person
to draw a distinction between preventive and reactive
measures. For example, promoting good behaviour
and culture as part of anti-corruption in the whole
ecosystems. In ensuring that IWK and its partners are
involved in anti-corruption, we conduct Integrity briefings
regularly to our active contractors. Having an Integrity
Pact endorsed by IWK registered vendors, Vendor Code
of Conduct and Anti-Bribery Policy tells our partners how
serious IWK is on Anti-Corruption.

Suzinor Kamaralzaman
Integrity and Governance Unit
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Material Matters and Risk Assessment
In ensuring that we deliver on our mandate to ensure safe wastewater management and allow access to benchmarked standards of
wastewater treatment for Malaysia, we identify and prioritise issues that matter most to our business and stakeholders.
In our business, there are various factors that we take into consideration including current economic, environmental, workplace,
marketplace and governance trends, both locally and globally. We assess ongoing risks against these topics that are material to the
operations that we closely monitor, including financial and liquidity risk, costs of asset upkeep, investment in the security of assets
and safety of people, and adherence to environmental compliance standards.
An effective risk management process is vital to good corporate governance, which supports the management in achieving IWK’s
business objectives and ensures that IWK remains relevant and resilient into the future. We assess our material risks using the IWK
Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Policy and Framework, which provides a methodology to identify, analyse, evaluate, manage and
monitor significant risks faced by IWK. The ERM Framework reflects IWK’s strong commitment to upholding corporate governance
and is developed to be an integral part of IWK’s business, operations, culture and practices.

Identify
• Identify key stakeholders
• Ascertain key concerns
for each stakeholder

Analyse
• Ascertain key concerns
for each stakeholder
• Assess influence and
impact

Evaluate
• Evaluate priority
concerns

Manage
• Manage identified
initiatives to address
concerns

Monitor
• Monitor and reassess
against desired
outcome

The respective departments periodically review the effectiveness of existing controls, and the status of risk treatment plans to mitigate
significant risks. Based on the assessment of material factors, we will develop solutions and address issues identified as being most
material to our business. In 2021, we finetuned our material matters across five pillars:
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Our Sustainability Topics

ECONOMIC

Economic

Sustainability
Topics

Description

How We Are Addressing This

Sustainable
revenue streams

For IWK to remain sustainable,
uncompromisingly meet its environmental
effluent standards, and create inclusive
job opportunities and economic multiplier
opportunities, IWK needs to ensure a steady
and viable revenue stream, apart from
customers’ bills payments and relying on
government subsidy.

• Tariff restructuring
• Concession Agreement extension and amendments to
include non-core business opportunities
• Expanding non-core business for new revenue streams
• Expanding organic growth through the extension of
coverage areas
• Increase collection efficiency through various approved
methods

Efficient sewage
operations

IWK has been taking over the administration
of sewerage treatment plants from different
local councils. The different plants have
different specifications. Stringent upkeep and
standardisation of the plants are crucial to
ensure greater productivity, efficient operations
and utilisation of resources, minimise disruption
and uphold effluent standards.

• Plant optimisation through Energy Management System
(EnMS) and various energy management strategies
• Grouping and outsourcing plant maintenance services for
reduced cost
• Reduction of manpower such as replacing and reducing
the number of static security (SS) guards with Electronic
Security Systems (ESS)
• Upgrade assets
• Critical equipment standardisation for pumps, blowers,
aerators, filter presses and clarifiers
• Standardisation reduces inventory for spare parts, cost
savings via bulk purchases
• Rationalise small plants
• Use of SCC Fund for equipment and instrumentation
replacement project, security manhole lock installation,
and the refurbishment of public toilets and religious
centres’ toilets

Technology and
Innovation

Innovation in processes and technology in
wastewater management necessitates IWK to
keep pace to ensure evolving contaminants
such as micropollutants are addressed.
Research activities are essential to develop
innovative solutions for the sewerage industry,
with practical solutions that address immediate
environmental needs and provide monetisation
opportunities.

• Develop new non-core business through green
technology
• Recycling bioeffluent for non-potable use
• Leveraging the use of Black Soldier Fly Larvae (BSFL) for
efficient bio-waste processing
• Stakeholder communications through digital platforms:
email, website, social media, apps
• E-billing

IWK as a financially and operationally sustainable business entity to deliver quality sewerage services

Environment
Protect the environment through effluent quality adherence and advocating green initiatives across
operations and the ecosystem

Workplace
Provide safe and enabling workplace for employees to thrive and contribute

Marketplace
Build appreciation of sewerage services among users, strengthen industry collaboration, create
economic opportunities and build ecosystem

Governance
Ensure compliance to regulatory requirements with adequate risk and internal controls

About Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were established at the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development in
Rio de Janeiro in 2012. The SDGs are the blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future for all. It addresses the global
challenges we face, including those related to poverty, inequality, climate change, environmental degradation, peace and justice. The
17 Goals are all interconnected, and in order to leave no one behind, it is important that we achieve them all by 2030.
Malaysia is one of the countries that have committed to this goal and has taken the step to embrace SDG strategies through the
introduction of the Green Technology Master Plan Malaysia (GTMP) in year 2017. GTMP plays a vital role towards achieving the
extensive goals and indicators of SDGs namely Goal 6 (clean water and sanitation), Goal 7 (affordable and clean energy), Goal 11
(sustainable cities and communities), Goal 12 (responsible consumption and production) and Goal 13 (climate action).
As the national sewerage company, Indah Water Konsortium (IWK) takes stride in the implementation of the GTMP that captures the
aspirations of the SDG framework with the main focus on Goal 6: Clean Water and Sanitation. According to the executive summary of
Sustainable Development Goal 6 – Synthesis Report 2018 on Water and Sanitation, wastewater is an undervalued source of water,
energy, nutrients and other recoverable by-products. Recycling, reusing and recovering what is normally seen as waste can alleviate
water stress and provide many social, economic and environmental benefits. The goals are clearly defined for us and together as
partakers in this environment, the journey requires all our effort and collaboration.
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ECONOMIC - CONTRIBUTING TO SDG
Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable
Measure:
economic growth, full and productive employment and • Work with local vendors to support SME growth
decent work for all
• Inclusive, non-discriminatory human resource
Target 8.2
management policies
Achieve higher levels of economic productivity through
diversification, technological upgrading and innovation,
• Work with local vendors, contractors and suppliers for a
including through a focus on high-value added and labourlong-term period of five years or more so local vendors
intensive sectors
and contractors can invest and manage their resources
in a more productive and effective manner
Target 8.3
Promote development-oriented policies that
support productive activities, decent job creation,
entrepreneurship, creativity and innovation, and encourage
the formalisation and growth of micro-, small- and mediumsized enterprises, including through access to financial
services
Target 8.5
By 2030, achieve full and productive employment and
decent work for all women and men, including for young
people and persons with disabilities, and equal pay for
work of equal value

ENVIRONMENT

Target 8.8
Protect labour rights and promote safe and secure working
environments for all workers, including migrant workers,
in particular women migrants, and those in precarious
employment
Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and
sustainable industrialisation and foster innovation

Measure:
• Upgraded >350 STPs to PARA (i) EQSR 2009 standards

Target 9.4
By 2030, upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries
to make them sustainable, with increased resourceuse efficiency and greater adoption of clean and
environmentally sound technologies and industrial
processes, with all countries taking action in accordance
with their respective capabilities

• Upgrade existing STPs to comply with EQSR 2009
standards. Upgrading of STPs located upstream of
water intakes to include green technology features

Ensure sustainable consumption and production
patterns

Circular economy reusing waste

Target 12.4
By 2020, achieve the environmentally sound management
of chemicals and all wastes throughout their life cycle, in
accordance with agreed international frameworks, and
significantly reduce their release to air, water and soil in
order to minimise their adverse impacts on human health
and the environment
Target 12.5
By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through
prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse
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Sustainability Topics

Description

How We Are Addressing This

Clean and safe for the
environment

In line with our mandated role to protect
public health, preserve the environment,
and contribute to national water security,
we have to ensure that our impact on the
environment is sustainable. This means
close adherence to policies that are in place,
as well as ensuring our operations comply
with the standards.

• Environmental Quality Act 1974
• Environmental Quality (Sewerage) Regulations, 2009
• Environmental Quality (Scheduled Wastes)
Regulations 2005
• Environmental Quality (Clean Air) Regulations, 2014
• Environmental Quality (Control of Diesel Engines)
Regulations 1996
• Environmental Quality (Prescribed Activities)
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Order 2015
• National Guidelines for Raw Drinking Water (Revised
December 2000)

Embed green and
circular economy
measures

As a company dealing in wastewater
treatment with a focus on sustainability, we
look at the use and treatment that promotes
the sustainable management of resources
and energy, that is safe for the environment.

• Pilot project for Industrial effluent for bio-degradable
and food industries
• Expansion of Water Reclamation Plants

Pollution, theft and
vandalism

Theft and vandalism of critical plant
equipment (scavenged for scrap metal,
etc.) can be detrimental to its operations
and cause financial losses and adverse
environmental impact when non-treated
effluents are released into waterways.
Culprits have also dumped illegal
substances into IWK’s sewer pipelines.
These can affect the quality of water
and the environment, ultimately affecting
communities.

•
•
•
•
•

Resource Management

As part of our efforts to manage cost while
being environmentally conscious of our
actions, we look at the recovery and reuse
of resources as a contributing factor to
decrease consumption of raw materials,
reduce waste and improve energy efficiency,
while contributing towards a greener
environment.

• Energy optimisation at plants through energy savings
measures as per IWK’s Energy Management System
(EnMS)
• Equipping relevant plants (e.g., RSTP Pantai 2
parking lot) with solar panels for energy generation for
internal consumption.
• Expand extraction and use of biosolids as biomass
fuel
• Transforming biogas to electricity through anaerobic
digestion of liquid biosolids to produce biogas and
conversion to electricity
• Implement rainwater harvesting capabilities and final
bioeffluent reuse for non-potable use

• Support the process of amending the Act to enable
expansion of water reclamation plant business
• Managing resource consumption and the recycling and
reuse of by-products

Formation of surveillance team at high-risk areas
Enhanced early warning system
Introduction of manhole locking system
Emergency containment of contaminated wastewater
Emergency treatment (poly tank, pump set with hose),
with various products for process recovery such as
Superfloc, CHP and measures to mitigate foul smell
using activated carbon
• VMS for all Permit-E and IWK desludging vehicles
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ENVIRONMENT - CONTRIBUTING TO SDG
Ensure availability and sustainable management of
water and sanitation for all
Target 6.3
By 2030, improve water quality by reducing pollution,
eliminating dumping and minimising release of hazardous
chemicals and materials, halving the proportion of
untreated wastewater and substantially increasing
recycling and safe reuse globally
Target 6.b
Support and strengthen the participation of local
communities in improving water and sanitation
management
Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and
modern energy
Target 7.3
By 2030, double the global rate of improvement in energy
efficiency
Ensure sustainable consumption and production
patterns
Target 12.4
By 2020, achieve the environmentally sound management
of chemicals and all wastes throughout their life cycle, in
accordance with agreed international frameworks, and
significantly reduce their release to air, water and soil in
order to minimise their adverse impacts on human health
and the environment
Target 12.5
By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through
prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse
Take urgent action to combat climate change and its
impacts
Target 13.2
Integrate climate change measures into national policies,
strategies and planning
Target 13.3
Improve education, awareness-raising and human
and institutional capacity on climate change mitigation,
adaptation, impact reduction and early warning
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WORKPLACE
Measure
• 6,469 MLDs of treated wastewater
• 28,752,486 cPE served with sewerage services
• Provide desludging services to 1.4 million ISTs
comprising 8.0 million PE
• 20,605 sewer length
• 2.73 MLD reclaimed water produced

Sustainability Topics

Description

How We Are Addressing This

Safe Workplace

Employee safety and accident prevention
are critical to IWK. The core work of IWK
necessitates on-the-ground frontline
employees to work in dirty, dangerous and
difficult (3D) situations, which can result
in injuries and even loss of life. Apart from
instituting health and safety measures,
we rely on constant audits, reviews,
assessments and trainings to upgrade and
strengthen safety measures as a matter of
priority.

• Health and safety steering committee looks into
addressing issues such as instituting the ‘No man
entry’ approach when doing cleaning work in sludge
tanks
• Implement health and safety accident prevention
awareness training
• Constantly review and strengthen safety measures in
the master Operating Procedure Instructions (OPI)
• Governed by internationally-benchmarked standards
which are regularly audited
• Implement MS 1722:2011 and ISO 45001 as part of
our Occupational Health and Safety Management
System

Employee Management

We believe workplace diversity and inclusivity
are entrenched in IWK’s fair employment
practices. Our employees are key to the
organisation’s growth and progress. We
ensure our employees are engaged, fairly
remunerated and given opportunities to
strengthen skills and competencies, so that
they can contribute towards achieving the
aims of the organisation.

• Competitive wages and benefits commensurate with
job roles and expertise, qualifications and experience
• Talent management geared towards retaining the
right composition of talent to support business
management and operations
• Skill development training and workshops across the
organisation
• Cascade business KPIs to employee KPIs to achieve
business goals and drive gap closure
• Partnering with line Management in providing HCAD
guidance to employee by developing solutions,
programmes and policies

Compliance with effluent discharge standards and water
reclamation plant projects as second tap or alternative
non-potable water for industrial use, saving quality tap
water (potable) for drinking purposes
Education and awareness programmes
Advancing resource recovery and waste-to-wealth efforts
for a circular economy

Measure:
• 12 tonnes biosolids
• 2 MWH/day
Circular economy reusing waste
Support the process of amending the Act to enable
expansion of water reclamation plant business
Managing resource consumption and the recycling and
reuse of by-products

Measure
• 614,379 CO2e Emission (Metric Tonne) in 2020
• Reduction of overall GHG emissions intensity (total CO2e
emissions per PE) by 29.56% in 2020 compared to base
year (2013) readings
Strategic alignment of business operations with KASA’s
Strategic Direction 2020-2030 Reducing GHG via
implementing green initiatives
Awareness and education programmes

Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and
marine resources for sustainable development

Measure
• 6,469 MLD treated wastewater released into river

Target 14.1
By 2025, prevent and significantly reduce marine pollution
of all kinds, in particular from land-based activities,
including marine debris and nutrient pollution

Participate in preservation of marine life through
compliance of treated effluent standards to DOE
Participation in Friends of Rivers programme

WORKPLACE - CONTRIBUTING TO SDG
Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all
Target 3.9
By 2030, substantially reduce the number of deaths and illnesses from hazardous
chemicals and air, water and soil pollution and contamination
Target 3.d
Strengthen the capacity of all countries, in particular developing countries, for early
warning, risk reduction and management of national and global health risks

Employee Occupational,
Health and Safety
Measures
Sanitation and hygiene of
treated wastewater efforts
for community health

Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all

Technical skills training
and upward mobility

Target 4.4
By 2030, substantially increase the number of youth and adults who have relevant
skills, including technical and vocational skills, for employment, decent jobs and
entrepreneurship

Lifelong learning as part
of working culture and
organisational objectives

Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls

Supporting female
workforce representation

Target 5.5
Ensure women’s full and effective participation and equal opportunities for leadership at all
levels of decision-making in political, economic and public life
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MARKETPLACE - CONTRIBUTING TO SDG

Sustainability Topics

Description

How We Are Addressing This

Education and
Information
Management

Lack of awareness of IWK’s services as not
being part of the vital utility services result in a
lack of bill payment commitment by customers.
There have also been instances when IWK
has been falsely accused of water pollution
when unscrupulous parties dump illegal waste
matter into waterways. It is important for users
to understand the importance of sewage and
wastewater management and how it impacts
their daily lives.

• Awareness campaigns through media and social
media platforms on the importance of sewage
system management
• Engagement with stakeholder parties to educate/
inform them of IWK’s role when faced with illegal
materials dumped into the sewage system and its
mitigating measures.

Customer Management

Contribute to
Local Community
Development

Stakeholder
Engagement
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It is important for IWK to promptly address
• Customer Charter that outlines Customer Service
customer feedback/queries/complaints to ensure
Excellence expectations
IWK’s services consistently meet the standards
• Implement ISO 10002:2014 in pursuit of
expected by our customers and business
better management and handling of customer
satisfaction and complaints
partners. We also want to strengthen our
interactions with our customers so that we can
• Adherence to Level of Service charter on
customer management, billing and operational
bridge better understanding and stand at the
enquiries/resolution
ready to meet their service needs adequately.
• Expansion of customer engagement touchpoints
(following COVID-19) through digital platforms –
IWK app, emails, calls, SMS, social media
Creating a positive impact within our communities • Non-chargeable services provided for welfare
and our environment is entrenched in our
homes, mosques, temples, churches and other
sustainability approach. It is important that all
religious centres
Malaysians, especially those in rural and remote
• Local supply chain management in accordance to
areas, as well as the disadvantaged, have access
Procurement manual
to proper sewage systems as this can contribute
• Briefings on the development and importance
to a higher and more hygienic standard of living.
of wastewater services in Malaysia to local
communities
• Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) projects
such as the long-term Friends of River programme
to protect rivers
Considering the changes in the operating
• Although 2021 presented a challenging time
landscape and standards of environmental
for face-to-face engagement, our engagements
expectations, we see the public, customers, local
with our stakeholders continued with various
communities, local councils, federal and state
stakeholders including KASA MOF, SPAN and
governments, regulators, non-governmental
DOE to align direction and expectation
organisations, environmental bodies, academia
and employees including labour unions as
major stakeholders. We aim for engaged
communication and feedback through customised
channels, so that various stakeholders can
directly or indirectly present their opinions.

Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
Target 11.5
By 2030, significantly reduce the number of deaths and the number of
people affected and substantially decrease the direct economic losses
relative to global gross domestic product caused by disasters, including
water-related disasters, with a focus on protecting the poor and people in
vulnerable situations

Expanding connected sewerage system
for the community and upgrading from IST
to connected
Adherence to EQSR

Target 11.6
By 2030, reduce the adverse per capita environmental impact of cities,
including by paying special attention to air quality and municipal and other
waste management
Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalise the global
partnership for sustainable development
Target 17.6
Enhance North-South, South-South and triangular regional and
international cooperation on and access to science, technology and
innovation and enhance knowledge sharing on mutually agreed terms,
including through improved coordination among existing mechanisms,
in particular at the United Nations level, and through a global technology
facilitation mechanism
Target 17.9
Enhance international support for implementing effective and targeted
capacity-building in developing countries to support national plans to
implement all the sustainable development goals, including through NorthSouth, South-South and triangular cooperation

Advancing innovation in research and
development through Indah Water
Research Centre (IWRC)
Advocating knowledge and skills
enhancement through capacity building
through IWK’s Asian Sewerage Training,
Research and Innovation Centre of
Excellence (ASTRICE)
Collaborations with likeminded partners
to push for sustainable wastewater
management

Target 17.16
Enhance the global partnership for sustainable development,
complemented by multi-stakeholder partnerships that mobilise and share
knowledge, expertise, technology and financial resources, to support the
achievement of the sustainable development goals in all countries, in
particular developing countries
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Key Challenges in 2021

GOVERNANCE
Sustainability Topics

Description

How We Are Addressing This

Corporate Governance
and Risk Management

Uphold ethical behaviour
and good corporate
governance in highesteem. Our core value
of Integrity is grounded
in our strategy to
discharging our duties
in a safe, ethical and
responsible manner.
The Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM)
policy and framework
provide the backbone
for embedding
risk management
within the culture
of IWK businesses
and adherence to
compliance standards.

• Establishment of Integrity and Governance Unit
• Holistic and comprehensive ERM policy and framework
• Embed a risk-aware culture at all levels of the company to build a strong
risk culture
• Strengthen risk governance through Board Audit & Risk Committee
(BARC)
• Conduct company-wide risk assessment focusing on industry standard
• Implement formal risk educational programmes to educate employees
• Develop risk reporting metrics to monitor risk profiling and significant risks
and issues
• Align internal policies, governance structure and risk management system
to meet company’s objectives, business plan and Integrated Management
System (IMS)
• Stringent procurement practices
• Independent function of internal audit and risk management
• Whistle-blowers policy
• Vendor Code of Conduct
• Dealing with Third-Party Policy
• Management of Support Letter Policy
• Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption Policy
• Organisational Anti-Corruption Plan (OACP)
• No Gift Policy 2018
• Corruption Risk Management Workshop in collaboration with Malaysia
Anti-Corruption Commission (MACC)
• Corporate Integrity Pledge 2.0
• Corruption Prevention Policies
• Anti-Bribery Management System (ABMS) MS ISO 37001:2016
• Certified Integrity Officer Programmes for Private Sector

Legislation, Regulations
and Policies

Wastewater services is
governed by national
laws, policies and
regulations to ensure
that sewerage services
operate at optimal levels
for customers’ needs,
and treated effluents
comply with acceptable
benchmarks to mitigate
pollution and service
disruption

•
•
•
•

Water Services Industry Act 2006 (WSIA)
Sewerage Services (Charge) Regulations 1994
Sewerage Services (Authorisation of Collection of Charges) Order 1994
Sewerage Services (Authorisation to Demand, Collect and Retain
Sewerage Charge) Order 1995
• Sewerage Services (Authorisation to Demand, Collect and Retain
Sewerage Charge) Order 1996
• Solid Waste & Public Cleansing Act 2007
• Water Services Industry (Desludging Activities) Regulations 2021

GOVERNANCE - ALIGNMENT WITH NATIONAL AGENDA
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY IN
MALAYSIA 2020-2030

Outlines strategic initiatives for KASA towards Sustainable Malaysia 2030.
Listed among others are sewerage industry’s key initiatives: Financial Water
Sustainability, Urban Connectivity Reclamation

RANCANGAN MALAYSIA KE 12
(RMKe-12) 2021-2025

A post-2020 development plan with a clear strategic direction to set the way
forward for national development agenda along with the implementation
framework over the next decade

GREEN TECHNOLOGY MASTERPLAN 20172030

Framework to facilitate the mainstreaming of green technology into the
planned developments of Malaysia while encompassing the pillars set in the
National Green Technology Policy

WATER SECTOR TRANSFORMATION (WST
2040)

Transforming the water sector over the span of 40 years through WST2040
starting with RMKe-12

NATIONAL RECOVERY PLAN
(PELAN PEMULIHAN NEGARA – PPN)

National roadmap to ease restrictions cautiously
and safely; with the aims to ease restrictions in order to protect lives and
livelihoods
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Illegal
Discharge

Low Tariff Rate
- Unsustainable
Revenue

Rising
Operational
Costs

1. Low Tariff Rate – Unsustainable Revenue
Challenge

What Are We Doing

The current tariff, which has not been revised
since 1994, has not been economical for business
sustainability. The tariff rate that domestic connected
users pay a month is RM8 while the actual cost
is more than RM17 per month per customer. The
flat rate-based sewerage tariff structure is also
very low compared to international counterparts
and has never been revised upwards to take into
consideration risings costs and inflation such as the
other utilities of water tariff and electricity. While the
matter of the tariff is being addressed, we need to
diversify our income streams for better resiliency.

We presented a tariff proposal that outlines a gradual increase to SPAN
and subsequently, KASA.
A public consultation on the proposal for the tariff revision was conducted
by SPAN in November 2021. Based on the outcomes of the public
consultation, more than 80% out of 2,356 respondents agreed for the
need to revise the tariff. Most respondents agreed that tariff revision
will help IWK to improve the quality of sewerage services towards
environmental sustainability.
While the collection rate has been improving, the amount collected is still
very low based on the tariff calculated. Bill collection for 2021 amounted
to RM722.052 million compared to RM739.128 in 2020. The tariff rate has
not been changed for close to 28 years since IWK was first established.
While we knew that it was logical to bring the tariff rate to market parity,
we believe that our customers and our communities have a right to
participate in decisions that affect them. That is why we conducted a public
consultation on their thoughts on the tariff.
An avenue that will aid IWK in building supplementary revenue streams
has been recognised in the Supplemental Concession Agreement (SCA)
that was entered into on 12 August 2021 with the Government. The
agreement extends IWK’s concession to 31 December 2034, and the
SCA enables IWK to undertake the operation and maintenance of
sewerage systems owned by the Government and implementation
of non-core business such as monetising land around the STPs and
the sewerage pipelines for telco towers, fibre optic cables and Water
Reclamation Plant (WRP).
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Challenge

What Are We Doing

Operational costs keep increasing due to rising number of
mechanised plants that IWK is taking over from various local
authorities.

We have put in place cost mitigation initiatives over the years,
including various energy-saving initiatives, freezing of non-critical
recruitment, value engineering and alternative source of funding
from authorities such as the SCC Funds.

Many of IWK’s facilities are also ageing assets with
equipment that need constant repair and replacements.
The condition of the sewers and manholes varies from new
to 50 years old, and needs to be maintained to mitigate
overflows, blockages, collapses and defects. If the sewers
overflow, block, collapse or become defective, it can cause
several negative environmental, financial and social impacts.
Operational costs keep increasing due to rising Illegal
discharge also incur unexpected costs in the event
contamination and pollution occurs. This is over and above
the required innovation and upgrades that need to be
implemented to ensure that wastewater sewerage services
remain up to par and uninterrupted. Increasing mechanised
plants and ageing equipment led to higher electricity costs
and higher equipment repair costs.
Electricity tariff also has gone up by three times since 2006,
which has had an impact on operational costs as STPs
use heavy electricity consumption due to the addition of
new mechanised plants that are able to treat sewage more
effectively to meet the set standards.

3. Illegal
3.
IllegalDischarge
Discharge

Consequently, we have decreased operational expenses per
Population Equivalent (PE) since 2015 but this also means that
we have not been able to put in the necessary investments to
innovate the wastewater services business to a larger degree.
With the agreement by the government to extend IWK’s
concession until 2034 and implement non-core business
initiatives, IWK will be in a better position to develop alternative
income streams to supplement cost further.
We have also implemented Solar Photovoltaic (PV) projects
which will play a crucial role in enabling a self-consumption
model in using renewable energy production to reduce electricity
costs at the STPs.
Currently, the renewable energy initiative for Solar Power is
implemented at KL-Pantai 2 RSTP, with plans to install solar
photovoltaic (PV) systems in 53 of its identified assets to reduce
expenditure through green technology adoption.

What Are We Doing

Criminal acts of dumping
hazardous and prohibited
waste into IWK’s manholes and
sewerage system can cause
waterway (rivers) contamination,
odour pollution, and disruption
of water supply and wastewater
treatment operations.

There was a total of 29 illegal discharge cases at IWK’s STPs reported in 2021. As a result
of this, IWK had to incur additional and unexpected costs for the emergency treatment and
containment measures.

Other criminal acts that also
pose a threat to the safety and
security of water conditions is
the theft of parts and equipment,
such as manhole covers, which
add on to more vulnerabilities
that can be exploited along the
sewerage treatment process.
This remains an ongoing
challenge as these types of
incidences continue to recur.
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Challenge

This remains a top challenge
for us, as it is a serious source
of pollution to rivers, seas
and oceans, threatening the
environment and the health
and safety of the people and
communities.

PEOPLE

Despite this, IWK managed to maintain its compliance with effluent discharge standards to the
Environmental Quality (Sewage) Regulation (EQSR) requirements at 97.7% in 2021.
We remain uncompromising in adhering to effluent standard. We have put in place protection
measures at high-risk STPs and formed surveillance teams to continuously monitor for any
illegal discharge.
These include enhanced early warning systems and using manhole locking systems to
prevent illegal discharge activities especially in high risk and isolated areas. We have in
place, for emergency activation, containment measures for contaminated wastewater and
emergency treatment with various products for process recovery as well as means to mitigate
foul smell using activated carbon.
To mitigate unwanted parties from representing themselves as IWK contractors to dispose of
waste illegally, we expect Permit E holders (approved vendors and contractors who provide
desludging services, sludge transport and disposal, as well as sludge disposal) to distinguish
themselves clearly. The approved Permit E means the tankers must be registered with
SPAN. These tankers must be painted according to the colour scheme set by SPAN for easy
identification and must have compulsory installation of Vehicle Monitoring System (VMS) for
precise vehicle tracking and location information. These are crucial steps to mitigate illegal
and fraudulent activities.
We also carry out ongoing education and awareness initiatives on the dangers posed to
people and the environment from these illegal incidences.
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People are at the heart of IWK’s Purpose. They make up our customers, users, employees, vendors, partners, stakeholders, regulators,
community and the rakyat of this country. We seek to build and strengthen our relationship with them so that we can collectively drive
towards a better and more sustainable future.

Media

• Conduit to communicate
IWK’s position and for
IWK to keep updated on
public concerns

•
•
•
•

Local
Communities

• Improving lives in the
communities where
our employees live and
work, and where our
operations run

NonGovernmental
Organisations
(NGOs)

Industry
Associations

Stakeholder Engagement
Our definition of stakeholders are individuals, companies or entities, and regulators that have the potential to influence or impact
our operations. Close and regular engagements with our stakeholders allow us to ensure that we are identifying and addressing our
most significant issues and concerns that have an impact on them. As our stakeholders’ priorities are constantly shifting, we maintain
regular channels of communication in order to capture input which is relevant and reflective of current trends. In 2021, we maintained
our mode of hybrid digital and face-to-face engagement with them to understand their expectations and concerns.
Stakeholders

Why It Matters

Engagement Mode

Areas of Interest

Value Created

Employees

• Attract and retain top
talents for IWK to be a
progressive entity

• Meetings / engagement
sessions
• CEO messages
• Newsletter
• Social activities
• Townhall
• Employee Engagement
Survey
• Training and
development
programmes
• Employee portal
• Employee performance
review and rewards
• Kelab Indah Water
(KIW)
• Recognition awards

• Employee well-being
• Occupational safety and
health
• Work-life balance
• Training and career
development
• Compensation
• Business Plan /
Operational updates
• Integrity and
governance matters
• Fair and equitable
employment
opportunities

• Safe and healthy
working environment
• Transparent
performance review and
career development
plan
• Enhance employees’
technical and learning
competencies,
social and human
development
• Improve communication
in terms of up-to-date
information on the
Company’s direction/
news
• Prohibit discrimination
and promote gender
equality

• Regular meetings,
facilitation meetings,
strategic workshops,
forums / dialogues
• Consultation on
regulatory and
compliance matters
• Emails and letters
• Feedback surveys

•
•
•
•
•

Government
and Regulators

• Collaborate to advance
policies that can protect
the environment,
support the rakyat
and contribute to
the country’s water
aspirations

•
•
•
•

Concession Agreement
Authorised Person (AP)
Service License (SL)
Regulatory compliance
Environmental
management &
compliance
Business direction
Ensuring business and
service viability
Ethics and integrity
Water Sector
Transformation 2040
(WST 2040)

• Create strong rapport
with Government
and regulators, build
reputable and credible
Company image
and be on par with
current requirements /
regulations

Customers

• Aim to earn customers
for life to safeguard the
environment and build
long-term business
sustainability

• Face-to-face
• Website / Online
platforms
• Social media channels
• Complaint management

• Understanding why
sewerage services are
essential utilities
• Range of services
• Prompt response to
complaints
• Sewerage charges

• Create brand
awareness and the
importance of them
maintaining their
payment as part
of supporting the
importance of a clean
and safe environment

Contractors/
Vendors/
Suppliers

• Support our value
and supply chain
to discharge our
obligations efficiently

• Meetings
• Tendering and
procurement platforms

• Supply chain
management
• Cost reduction/savings
• Procurement practices
and system
• Transparency and
governance
• Suppliers and subcontractors evaluation

• An easy and
transparent
procurement process
that is fair and creates
win-win relationship with
our vendors / suppliers
• Performance monitoring
and improve efficiency
throughout supply chain
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Media Release
Press Conference
Interviews
Site Junkets

• Business strategies
• Corporate responsibility
• Accessibility and
immediacy
• Long-term relationship
building
• Issues / Incidents such
as pollutions

• A platform to create
brand awareness
on IWK’s business
activities, challenges
and how these
challenges are
managed through
neutral and fair
reporting on IWK

• Volunteering
engagements
• Charity / community
events
• Local employment /
internship opportunities

• Community building
• Environmental
protection and
education
• Brand awareness
• Community investment
and development
(capacity building)

• Build positive
relationships with the
community and create
brand awareness for
IWK
• Support the
Government’s effort to
catalyse the country’s
economic activities
through creation of job
opportunities for local
communities

• Hear the concerns from
the ground and work
towards addressing
them

• Strategic partnership
and support in
community, and
environmental
sustainability

• Community
• Mutual understanding
engagement
on sustainability and
• Environmental initiatives
IWK’s efforts towards
environmental and
social improvements
• IWK’s brand awareness
for community

• Strengthen networking
opportunities and
advocate for better
understanding and
support of our business

• Industry exhibitions and
conferences
• Strategic partnerships
• Membership with
Malaysia Water
Association (MWA) and
others

• Branding and reputation • Build good relationships
• IWK as a Thought
and brand awareness
Leader
with industry peers
• Strategic training
programme
partnerships
• Research and
development (R&D)
collaborations
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OUR EMPLOYEES
IWK’s most valuable asset is our people. Without our employees, we would not be able to serve the needs of the nation for safe and
treated wastewater services. We strive to provide our employees with a conducive working environment where they feel safe, valued,
respected and recognised. An engaged workforce is a top priority for us so that they would be able to contribute meaningfully, create
impact and deliver on our purpose.

Age Diversity
The age of employees at IWK are quite diverse. Given the highly specialised nature of the work done at IWK, long tenure is greatly
valued as seen by the larger number of employees within the 30-50 years age bracket. This is positive to IWK as the specialised
nature of our business can be supported for the long-term through knowledge application gained through their tenure.

Our Workforce

Indicators

At IWK, our people come from various backgrounds and specialities to collectively contribute talents, experiences and ideas.

<30
30-50

Employee Category

Indicators

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

Total Employees

3,414

3,368

3,353

3,318

3,327

3,408 (99.8%)

3,288 (97.6%)

3,273 (97.6%)

3,241 (97.7%)

3,229 (97.1%)

Non-permanent

6 (0.2%)

80 (2.4%)

80 (2.4%)

77 (2.3%)

98 (2.9%)

Union Members

2,130 (62.4%)

2,034 (60.4%)

1,943 (57.9%)

1,967 (59.3%)

2,046 (61.5%)

The Management and the IWK Employees Union reached a consensus on the new Collective Agreement which was signed in April
2021. This is the third Collective Agreement on employee remuneration and welfare of union employees.
Ethnicity Diversity
We aim to create an environment that embraces diversity, unity and inclusion, and reflects Malaysia’s multi-racial composition. We
want to ensure that IWK is a company where people can achieve success regardless of race, ethnicity or any other background. In
selecting candidates, both men and women are accorded equal opportunity to apply to any available job position with appointment
based purely on merit.
Indicators

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2,958 (86.6%)

2,907 (86.3%)

2,898 (86.4%)

2,859 (86.2%)

2,854 (85.8%)

83 (2.4%)

86 (2.6%)

90 (2.7%)

85 (2.6%)

87 (2.6%)

Indian

342 (10.0%)

347 (10.3%)

353 (10.5%)

362 (10.9%)

375 (11.3%)

Others

31 (0.9%)

28 (0.8%)

12 (0.4%)

12 (0.4%)

11 (0.3%)

Bumiputera
Chinese

Gender Diversity
While there seems to be a gender disparity in the higher proportion of males to female employees, this is because of the nature of our
operations where a significant part of the work involves manual labour and fieldwork which can sometimes be hazardous across the
3D spectrum – Dirty, Dangerous and Difficult. The 3D employee category is typically dominated by males, while women employees
are mostly in the services and management occupations.
Indicators
Male
Female

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2,548 (74.6%)

2,510 (74.5%)

2,510 (74.9%)

2,486 (74.9%)

2,500 (75.1%)

866 (25.4%)

858 (25.5%)

843 (25.1%)

832 (25.1%)

827 (24.9%)

Female Workforce Representation
We aim to provide equal, merit-based opportunities to both male and female employees and support opportunities for female
employees.
Indicators
• Top Management
• Middle Management
50

2020

2019

2018

2017

339 (9.9%)

377 (11.2%)

423 (12.6%)

464 (14.0%)

524 (15.7%)

2,559 (75.0%)

2,425 (72.0%)

2,473 (73.8%)

2,429 (73.2%)

2,416 (72.6%)

516 (15.1%)

566 (16.8%)

457 (13.6%)

425 (12.8%)

387 (11.6%)

>50

The vast majority of our staff comprise permanent employees. We prioritise the hiring of permanent workforce as we believe in
investing in their skills for continued valued contribution. Non-permanent employees are gradually absorbed into the IWK workforce
upon demonstration of satisfactory job performance. In 2021, the total number of permanent employees increased as performing nonpermanent employees were absorbed given their consistently meritorious work performance.

Permanent

2021

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

5 (0.1%)
72 (2.1%)

4 (0.1%)
71 (2.1%)

4 (0.1%)
70 (2.1%)

4 (0.1%)
68 (2.0%)

4 (0.1%)
66 (2.0%)

Employee Engagement
Culture Transformation Programme
At IWK, we strive to build a Purpose-led culture that is rooted in our
Core Values. In 2021, we embarked on a culture transformation
programme that aimed at enabling our people to live out the core
values in practice and embed them into our everyday engagement
with our work, our stakeholders and our operating environment.
Culture transformation has been identified as one of the strategies
under the BP2019-2023 to prepare our people to embrace the
changes as the business pivots towards greater sustainability. This
initiative is a demonstration of IWK’s commitment to inculcating
aligned values so that employees feel like they belong, and they
can invest in the long-term success of IWK.
The Culture Transformation programmes included identifying six
Individual Commitments that aligned with the IWK Core Values
of Integrity, Work Ethic and Knowledge. These six individual
commitments exemplified how each Indahan could practically
embrace the core values and demonstrate them in their everyday
activities.
At IWK, the leadership tone at the top is important to drive culture
transformation and sustainability implementation. Our Board and
Senior Management play a crucial role in setting the direction
and driving change to embrace sustainability tenets and value in
each and every one who work at IWK. A Culture Transformation
workshop was conducted with the Senior Management to ensure
that they would be the drivers of change which kicked off in the
last quarter of 2021. The workshops were subsequently rolled out
to the rest of the employees towards the end of the year.

IWK Values in Practice

Integrity
I am passionate
about Environmental
Sustainability.

I strive for Work
Excellence in order to
meet our vision & mission.

I continuously Learn &
Share my knowledge,
skills & views.

Our Individual Commitments

Work Ethic

Knowledge

I always strive for
Customer Excellence.

I build Good
Relationships, trust &
respect with the people
I work with.
I am Compassionate
about fellow Indahans
& communities
around me.

To ensure peer-to-peer encouragement and motivation to integrate
these individual commitments into day-to-day work activities and
engagements, 104 Indahans were identified to be Change Agents
beforehand. The series of activities continue into 2022.
Employee Satisfaction
Our employees are IWK’s critical resource, and we value their
feedback and perspectives. Part of our listening mechanism is
through conducting employee engagement surveys (EES) and
acting upon the constructive insights. The EES is important to
help the organisation understand areas of concerns and guide
the management team for improvement at all levels.
In 2021, the EES was carried out across all the employees of IWK
nationwide. Participation was high at 90%, and the survey found
an overall commendable score of 92% satisfaction rating from
employees. The overall good scores are reflective of the efforts
to encourage collaboration and drive employee engagement to
ensure sound talent development. Areas identified as having
scope for improvement are in the employees’ commitment to
work given the recent changed work requirements of working
remotely, career and personal growth development opportunities,
performance and reward, and the need to have more engagement
with senior management.
Engaging our People
Continuously engaging with employees from all levels is crucial
toward building more empowerment and transparency across the
organisation. After a year of working remotely, we recognise the
need to have ongoing engagements so that there is a sense of
togetherness. Although we shifted into a hybrid approach (remote
and on-site), we still conducted programmes and activities
throughout the year.
We conducted Townhall gatherings to share the organisation’s
directions and hear feedback from our people, and also held
a National Day celebration with colleagues. Many of these
engagements were conducted virtually in 2021 as the country
was still adhering to the National Recovery Plan. On our part, we
want to ensure that our people remain confident in health and
safety as we continued to engage through digital platforms.
Our people also came out strong in the spirit of volunteerism to
help the community, especially those in need and marginalised
through our IWK Cares corporate social responsibility (CSR)
platform. IWK Cares organised 55 initiatives throughout the year
which saw many Indahans volunteering their time to help.
More information on IWK Cares initiatives is elaborated on page 61.
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OUR EMPLOYEES
Fair Employment Practices
To be a preferred employer and attract good talents, IWK practices equal opportunity and non-discriminatory policies for recruitment
and remuneration. We ensure that employees enjoy competitive wages, benefits and rewards, with appropriate development and
training opportunities for professional and personal growth that does not discriminate against gender, ethnicity or social background.
Total remuneration is based on their experience, professional qualifications and the execution of their job performance, and benefits
are provided based on the Employment Act 1955 with additional benefits at the company’s discretion. An annual increment is given
to all eligible employees.
We look at the appraisal process as a key approach to talent management which is conducted once a year for all employees. In 2021,
we have enhanced our ongoing performance appraisal system. These enhancements, which will be operational in 2022, include
having all performance activities online such as KPI setting and mid-year and end-year performance reviews. Previously, only the
end-year review was done via the Employee Self Service (EES) platform. The appraisal system guides the promotions and increment
employee management process. In 2021, 61 employees were promoted and 88 employees went through job movements which
provides opportunities to expand on their job scopes or embark on new job scopes.
Employee Development
Building Capabilities
Our employees play a critical role in increasing long-term value generation. It is important for IWK to build a motivated and engaged
workforce to achieve its aspirations towards sustainability. We are committed to providing and supporting our talents with continuous
opportunities for growth in a conducive environment. Their sense of belonging and engagement is vital to achieving our collective
objectives together.
In 2021, we recorded an increased number of training hours as the extraordinary circumstances of the pandemic continued. Training
budget remained manageable at just under the same rate as in 2020 as we focused on having remote classes to manage the potential
risk arising from the ongoing pandemic.

Training Cost

2021

2020

2019

RM423,486.75

RM457,558.44

RM1,198,814.65

No. of Training Programmes

218

287

333

Total training hours

58,394 hours

51,763.5 hours

102,077.0 hours

Online training

42,583 hours

13,522 hours

304 hours

Of the 218 training programmes conducted in 2021, 134 were programmes run by external training and leadership trainers, and the
balance 84 were run by internal specialists who share their knowledge as trainers in structured training modules.
Categories of Capacity Building Programmes

Internal
Programmes

52

External
Programmes

Functional

Health &
Safety

13

17

62

84

134

126

Capacity Building Programmes 2021

Information
Technology

Standard
Operating
Procedure

It is important to set the expectations of the organisation in
terms of behaviour and conduct befitting an Indahan. We
organised five Code of Conduct briefing sessions in 2021. We
are confident that this Code will provide a useful tool in aligning
our business conduct vis-à-vis the Management’s expectations
and serve as a guide in making sound judgments about daily onthe-job behaviour. Among key aspects of the Code of Conduct
briefing include inculcating a high level of personal integrity and
professionalism; standardising a general Code of Conduct which
is comprehensive in shaping the expected business conduct
and behaviour of employees in IWK; inculcating public trust and
confidence in the Company’s business; bridging and building
good relations between IWK and its customers; and improving
IWK’s image as a responsible corporate entity.
As part of our adopting a philosophy of sustainability, we
recognise the need to build succession planning alongside talent
development. In 2021, we conducted Skill Enhancement for
Executive Development Programme (SEED) which is designed
to facilitate the growth of executives as potential managers.
The candidates were stringently selected by Human Capital
and Administration Department and the Department Heads.
Among the selection assessment was through individual Online
Assessment based on certain identified requirements. The SEED
programme saw the participation of 51 talents shortlisted from
210 individuals to undergo two SEED programme modules in
year 2021. The other modules will be continued in 2022.

Experience Award 2021 in the Best Management Training
Programme category by the Human Resources Online.Net.
The second award is the International Water Association (IWA)
with the IWA Professional Development Award 2021 in the Best
Management Programme category by the International Water
Association (IWA). Both awards recognised IWK’s efforts to
groom high potential talent across various career stages and
applauds their specialised knowledge and skills that will further
contribute to the progress of the water industry. These awards
were a validation of the employee development initiatives that we
have put in place to upskill our talents, and help them grow into
quality leaders.
Our Asian Sewerage Training, Research and Innovation Centre
of Excellence (ASTRICE) provides relevant technical training
programmes, not just for IWK employees, but also for other
practitioners in the industry and the wider public, both local and
international. In 2021, we collaborated with academia including
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), Universiti Putra Malaysia
(UPM) and Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM) to run training
on the pandemic and challenges of wastewater operations. We
continue to provide avenues to enhance knowledge and skill of our
people in the highly-specialised subject of sewage management
so that we can build a pipeline of talented professionals in the
water services sector.
Employee Protection

Snapshot of Key Trainings Conducted in 2021

Protecting Employees during COVID-19

• Malaysia Certificate of Excellence (Sijil Kemahiran Malaysia)
- An accredited programme by Department of Skills Malaysia
(Jabatan Pembangunan Kemahiran) for technical knowledge
• Certified Environmental Professional in Sewage Treatment
Plant Operation (Sijil Latihan Kompetensi Peraturan Kumbahan)
also known as CePSTPO is an important certification standard
to build competency in order to be able to assess the correct
standards of effluent discharge correctly
• International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) to
understand and implement updated Integrated Management
System (IMS) for Information Security Management System,
Customer Satisfaction Quality Management and General
Requirements for Testing and Calibration of Laboratory Efficiency

Our commitment to our employees did not waver in times of need
such as during the COVID-19 pandemic. We continued with the
robust safety measures that we had instituted in 2020 at the
onset of the pandemic, and continued to identify, address and
mitigate potential issues that arose due to the pandemic. This
included encouraging all our employees to be fully vaccinated
and boosted where relevant, as required and mandated by the
Ministry of Health, as well as providing them with masks, face
shields and hand sanitisers. We elevated hygiene measures and
ensured frequent sanitisation efforts were made on a regular
basis at the workplace.

Our ongoing efforts to build an inclusive workforce and strengthen
engagement was recognised when we won two notable human
resource management awards. The first is winning the Employee

Stress levels and mental health are issues brought to the forefront
since the onset of the pandemic. To help employees be aware so
that they can manage their stress levels, we organised a stress
management programme conducted by medical officers from the
Ministry of Health.
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OUR CUSTOMERS

OUR EMPLOYEES
As the business of IWK is deemed as essential services, many of our frontliners worked directly with the community and at the
STPs to ensure uninterrupted services. We also ran many awareness campaigns and allowed our employees to take the necessary
unrecorded days off to receive their vaccination doses. As at end 2021, 99% of employees had already undertaken the two mandatory
vaccinations and 37% had taken their booster shots. This is important to IWK to ensure safety for all employees, business continuity
and uninterrupted service to customers.
Health and Safety
Preventing work accidents and protecting employees’ health are of paramount priority to IWK and we are committed to safeguarding
people and the environment by making continuous improvement of our Occupational Health and Safety approaches, processes and
facilities. Our frontliners work in environments that can be dangerous and hazardous across the 3D (Dirty, Dangerous and Difficult)
spectrum.
IWK adopts the ISO 45001:2018 standards as part of the Health and Safety Management System (HSMS). This is part of our
commitment to strive towards our ultimate goal of zero accidents and work-related ill-health. This underscores our overarching
commitment to building a safety-first culture and ensuring our employees’ safety and health are protected.
For the year in review, we conducted mandatory health and safety awareness programmes on accident prevention and confined
space awareness for employees who work in the field and confined spaces. This was part of the ongoing briefings given regularly to all
employees on the need to practice safety measures in their places of work. Site visits, both planned and unplanned, were conducted
to ensure safety measures were implemented and well-adhered to.
Overall, in 2021, the number of total incidents dropped by 53% from 40 to 19 in 2020 and 2021 respectively. The decrease in the
number of incidents was due to the continuous efforts made by IWK departments and branch units to elevate health and safety
implementation, execution and awareness. A total of 81 programmes and activities were conducted by the departments of Corporate
Health & Safety, Operations and Maintenance, Capital Works, and Office and Administration on health and safety to prevent accidents
or injuries. These programmes are run in a hybrid manner, that is, online and physically. We are committed to not letting our guard
down and efforts for continuous improvement will be carried out.

IWK extends its sewerage and wastewater management services to almost all of Peninsular Malaysia, covering an area of 81,954 km2
and providing services to 28.75 million connected population equivalent (cPE) which covers households, businesses, public amenities
and government facilities.
Our aim is to protect public health and provide excellent services to our customers. Giving our customers improved and easy access
to connected and efficient sewerage services is an important goal for IWK, and we have been placing focus on recent years to
improving customer satisfaction. In a cyclical relationship, as more customers appreciate the importance of treating wastewater, then
we will be able to earn them as loyal customers for ongoing sustainability of the services provided.
Commitment to Excellence in Customer Service

Customer Charter
Indah Water Konsortium Sdn Bhd is committed to provide sewerage services and
ensure that the levels of service (LoS) are met.
We will ensure efficient sewerage services as follows:
Operate and
maintain
public sewerage
systems efficiently.

Health & Safety Accident Statistic

8

2

19
15

2021

1

4

4
Total Incidents

1

5

40
1

9

11

DOSH Reportable

8
Property Damage

5

37

1

8

3

38
3

8

2019

2018

14

18
Near Miss

Medical Treatment

13

1

Using appropriate
technology and
apply cost effective
measures in
all areas of our
operations.

Committed to organise
various awareness
programmes to share
information and
knowledge with the
public and stakeholders.

36
Being on-call
24 hours a day,
7 days a week to
respond to service
emergencies.

2017

7
Fatality

Read more about ASTRICE programmes on page 76-77.

Responding
to service
complaints
within
24 hours.

Responding
to request for
desludging of
individual septic
tanks within
48 hours.

Replying
to written
operational
enquiries within
3 working days.

Answering all
calls to our
dedicated
customer service
lines within
10 seconds.

Keeping service
appointments
within 30 minutes
of agreed time and
notify customers
when delays are
experienced, if
customers can be
contacted.

Responding
to billing
enquiries within
5 working
days.

We are accountable to our customers by complying with the above standards, which are
regulated and monitored by the National Water Services Commission.

12
First Aid

The stewardship of Health and Safety is under the IWK Health and Safety Committee which is chaired by the Chief Executive Officer
and participated by the heads of department. They carry the collective responsibility to put in place measures and drive strategies for
the overall safety and health of the organisation and its people. Additionally, our Asian Sewerage Training, Research and Innovation
Centre of Excellence (ASTRICE) also conducts Health and Safety programmes to industry players.

54

Conforming to
environmentally
sound practices in
the treatment and
disposal of sewage
and sludge.

We will ensure the levels of service (LoS) as per below:

2020

8

Provide desludging
service for individual
septic tanks on
customer’s request.

This Customer Charter applies from 1 January 2015 and will be reviewed periodically.

Our commitment to excellence in customer service is reflected in our Customer Charter that is published on our website. This holds us
to account by our customers and spurs us to improve our customer management and service handling. Our customer management
approach aligns to the Quality Management Customer Satisfaction ISO 10002:2014 certification. Our priority to our customers is
also reflected in our expanded Individual Commitment under the Culture Transformation programme where each Indahan takes the
responsibility to achieve and provide Excellence in Customer Service.
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Customer Satisfaction
We carry out a customer satisfaction survey as a means of understanding the needs of our customers and understanding their
concerns to stay ahead in meeting their expectations. To ensure external validation on the extent of satisfaction of services provided
by IWK, we engaged the Merdeka Centre to conduct an external survey which was done at the end of 2021. The overall score under
the Customer Satisfaction category was 92% in 2021, higher than the 89% that was achieved in 2020. This increased satisfaction
score can be credited to the rising awareness customers have of the services of wastewater treatment, and a greater appreciation of
how important treating wastewater is in containing pollution and the spread of diseases. Nevertheless, there is more awareness and
engagement works that need to be done to get users to fully appreciate the sewage services provided by IWK.
What Customers think of us
For the past two years, we engaged an independent firm, the Merdeka Centre For Opinion Research to contact users of IWK services
and ask them what they think of the services provided and how satisfied they are with our service, and what is needed to make it
better. This gives us valuable insights on how we can make improvements, especially in our communications and engagements with
our customers.

Level of Satisfaction & Trust: 2020 vs 2021

Level of
Satisfaction

89%

95%

89%

92%

Feedback on Tariff

Feb 2021

Dec 2021

Sep 2020

Dec 2021

Individual Septic Tank

Connected Services

Level of
Trust

92%

95%

92%

93%

With new tariff, the public will benefit from:

Feb 2021

Dec 2021

Sep 2020

Dec 2021

Individual Septic Tank
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A public consultation engagement was carried out to ascertain
public’s feedback for the tariff revision, as well as other charges
proposal in 2021 by KASA. The reasons for the need to revise
the tariff is to ensure there was adequate collection to mitigate
against rising costs and allow IWK to reduce operation risks,
fulfil operation capital expenditure requirements, reduce pollution
risks and implement continuous improvement. With a revised
tariff, IWK will be in a better position to improve and upgrade its
operations for the benefit of the public.

Clean water
resources

Sustainable
public health and
environment

Increase in quality life

Environmental
sustainability

Connected Services
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2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

Billing Enquiries received

307,013

422,270

536,734

615,312

576,635

Resolved within LoS

305,361
98.5%

420,841
99.7%

535,682
99.8%

614,509
99.9%

564,993
98. 0%

In terms of operational enquiries, we receive an average of 100,000 queries annually from customers. These encompass queries on
public services such as blockages of public facilities and environmental-related issues such as odour, noise and sewage overflow; as
well as private services requests such as desludging services. For the last five years, we have maintained a Level of Service (LoS) of
98% despite increase in the number of customers.

Getting Consumers to Understand
The Importance of Sewerage Services

97%

98% 98%

97%

98% 98%

96%

98%

98%

Total Enquiries

% Resolved within LoS

2006 145,359

2005 151,365

2004 151,365

2003 162,799

2002 147,503

2001 139,492

Building clear understanding and awa
reness on the importance of an effective
sewerage management system to prote
public health from diseases and pollu
ct
tion to our ecosystem and environment
is a dialogue that we constantly have
customers. If our customers understan
with our
d this purpose, they can positively give
their fullest support. We sometimes take
storytelling approach so that the impo
a
rtance of IWK’s purpose of protecting
the environment becomes more relatable
public. We hope more and more peop
for the
le will understand why the unseen sewe
rage system is so important for preserva
the environment.
tion of

100% 99% 99% 99% 99% 98%

77%
74% 73% 73% 75% 73%

2000 130,933

Our customers understand the importanc
e of effective wastewater management
for environment and to curb water-bor
diseases but most people are not awa
ne
re of what happens after they have flush
ed their toilets. This is synonymous with
‘out of sight, out of mind’ mind-set - as
the
long as the services continue to run as
expected, they do not really need to know
what happens after they flush.

Total Operational Enquiries Received (‘0000)

IWK’s main goal is to protect Malaysian
s,
the environment and overall ecosyste
m
from harmful and toxic elements foun
d in
wastewater. Communicating its importanc
e
to customers is an on-going effort for
us. We
try and use as many creative and effec
tive
ways across the customers’ touch poin
ts and
the media to reach out to them. We also
want
to inculcate a positive customer expe
riences
when they engage with us, which we
do via
strategic and creative campaigns such
as our
IWK Cares CSR programme, IWK e-bil
l jer!
campaigns and many more.

92%

2021 131,291

Agree
530 (86%)

Billing Enquiries

2020 123,396

Agree
1,405 (81%)

Total
Respondents
614

2019 115,172

Total
Respondents
1,742

2018 114,318

Disagree
84 (14%)

Disagree
337 (19%)

We are committed to respond to our customers’ feedback within a reasonable time frame fairly and consistently. We provide multiple
touch points for them to reach us including digital platforms, e-mails, telephone calls and face-to-face meeting. We stand guided by
our Service Charter and Level of Service (LoS) agreements which tracks how fast we resolve enquiries and complaints. For Billing
Enquiries, we achieved 98.9% resolution within the LoS, and maintained rate of Billing Complaints per 1,000 customers at 0.07, the
same as the previous reporting year.

2017 114,037

IST Desludging Services

At IWK, we respond to customer queries which typically centre on operational matters and billing enquiries, requests and complaints.
The queries are channelled to IWK via telephone, letter, email, SMS, website or in person. Our customer service centre handles all
billing-related calls, and we strive to be prompt and efficient in our dealings with them.

2016 116,836

Connected Services

Customer Billing and Operational Feedback Resolution

2015 130,908

More than 80% of the respondents from the public consultation engagement agreed that the tariff revision was needed. A high
number of respondents agreed that tariff revision would help IWK improve the quality of sewerage services towards environmental
sustainability.

2014 134,812

|

2013 158,564

PLANET

2012 167,754

|

2011 159,164

PEOPLE

2010 150,419

|

2009 146,609

PERFORMANCE

2008 151,092

|

2007 149,601

PURPOSE

% Resolved within LoS

Wan Esuriyanti Wan Ahmad
Corporate Communications Department
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OUR COMMUNITY
Our company and our employees have an important role to
play in creating a positive impact on our communities and the
broader society.
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Supporting Our Customers During The Pandemic
It goes without saying that many lives and livelihoods have been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2021, the environment
remained uncertain as new variants reared its head amid lockdowns and an emergency order. As a service provider for the people,
we do what is needed for the community to support them through these uncertain times.
IWK provided payment assistance such as instalment payment to those who made appeals, especially for businesses that could not
operate due to the lockdowns such as hoteliers to restructure payments via instalments.
Improvement in Work Productivity
Even though IWK’s assets increased in 2021, the company managed to increase work productivity rate between customers and our
employees with an average of one employee serving 1,275 customers compared to one employee to 1,226 customers in 2020. Even
though most of the year in review was in movement restriction mode, our frontliners and those working on site operations were fully
engaged to contribute their best. While a big number of employees were still in working-from-home mode, their work productivity
never wavered, and in fact, increased. Employees productivity rate increased was also as a result of implementing more efficient ways
of working and leveraging digital platforms as part of our efforts to provide excellent service to our customers.

Supporting Communal Facilities
While we may be loss-making at the moment, we recognise our
obligation to support certain community facilities for the benefit
of society, especially the underserved communities. Every year,
we provide services without charge for selected welfare homes,
mosques, temples, churches and other religious centres. We also
provide upgrades and improvements to toilet facilities in houses
of worship as well as public toilets. The improvements made
encompass refurbishment and replacement of toilet equipment,
painting, desludging, as well as improving sewerage systems
such as septic tanks or flush toilets. We do this on behalf of
the Government and is funded by the National Water Services
Commission (SPAN).
In 2021, we provided desludging and connected services to
these premises. This is an obligation that we take on because we
know that timely desludging services and proper maintenance
of the connected network are important to the environment. If
these services are not conducted, the impact on the surrounding
environment can be severe, contributing to water-borne diseases
and other harmful elements.
IWK Cares for the Community
The communities in which we operate are of great importance to
us, it is where our customers and employees live and work. We
continue to invest in our local communities through financial aid
and employee volunteerism. Our corporate social responsibility
(CSR) arm operates under the banner of IWK Cares and is
predominantly an employee-driven CSR platform. We empower
our employees to drive community engagement and volunteerism
so that it becomes a demonstration of core values in action. Our
activities contribute to meeting the needs of the times and those
of marginalised segments of society. In 2021, we contributed
RM390,613 to worthy causes that ranged from donating medical
equipment and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to the
Ministry of Health; food and basic necessities to local communities
in need; and free desludging services to charity homes, hospitals,
and vaccination centres in locations where we operate. We also
offered the IWK Eco Park @ Pantai Dalam site to the Ministry of
Health to be used as a vaccination and COVID-19 test site given
the facilities. This was done at no charge.
At the end of 2021, parts of Malaysia reeled from one of the more
devastating floods that we encountered in ages. Many people
were displaced, and homes were damaged. Our team from all
over the country, mobilised aid to those affected by the floods
through the provision of food and basic necessities such as
mattresses, blankets, stoves, water, face masks and such to the
victims directly and to flood relief centres. Monetary donation was
also channelled to the victims. We also provided assistance in
the form of cleaning services and free desludging services to the
affected communities.

Over 100 of our own employees and their families were also
affected by the floods. IWK and members of our Indah Water
Club (sports and recreational club) volunteered to help clean up
their affected houses and donated necessities that was needed.
Given the incredibly dire times our hospitals have been facing in
managing health needs of the communities, especially in times of
the pandemic, IWK Cares organised a blood donation that was
carried out in various states at various times throughout the year.
Due to the many lockdowns affecting the country, many donor
had not been able to donate blood and this had affected many
blood banks at hospitals nationwide as many were reluctant to
walk into hospitals.
IWK Cares for the Environment
Given our core purpose is to protect the environment through
the effective and efficient treatment of wastewater, we try and
support initiatives that centre on aspects of environmental
protection and public health preservation. This is also partly to
advocate and create awareness in the greater community on the
need to appreciate and take care of nature which has an impact
on health.
In 2021, we partnered with the Malaysian Nature Society (MNS)
to expand the urban forest project Khazanah Rimba in IWK Eco
Park, Pantai Dalam, Kuala Lumpur. Both IWK and MNS introduced
the “Adopt a Tree” donation campaign, where people can donate a
tree or more, which will be planted at IWK Eco Park and maintained
by MNS. Since 2020, we have also become a “Friends of River”
supporter which is a national project where companies work
together in cleaning the rivers around the country.
In 2020, we launched an initiative called “Saya Sayang STP” which
is to encourage Indahans and local communities to creatively
incorporate environmental-friendly ideas within our STP areas.
This would include the use of treated by-products such as biosolid
fertiliser and treated non-potable water for landscaping and
cleaning efforts. As more people see the benefit of wastewater
by-products, we hope that they will be inspired to consider
reducing, reusing and recycling which is a critical thinking path
towards a circular economy. Various efforts were undertaken by
our employees from the various STPs. For instance, our Kluang
Operation Office and the community of Kampung Bentong made
efforts to develop a garden and do landscaping at the Taman Sri
Kluang KGA131 STP, while our Seberang Perai Operation Office
planted 70 trees at the Sungai Nyior STP.
It is with much honour then that we receive two awards for the
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Green Initiative
Awards categories at the Star Outstanding Business Awards
(SOBA) 2021. The CSR award was in recognition of IWK’s
unceasing community engagement initiatives, especially
during the pandemic and the floods while the Green Initiative
Award recognised IWK’s innovative efforts in integrating the
environmental agenda in its processes, programmes and overall
running of the business.

In addition, the increase in Connected Population Equivalent (cPE) also resulted in a corresponding increase in the rate of cPE per
workforce, from 7,906 cPE per workforce in 2020 to 8,422 cPE per workforce in 2021.
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OUR REGULATORS/OWNER
We value the importance of having effective and strong
relationship with our stakeholders as we work collectively forward
to achieve our aspirations to shape a sustainable future. Our
partners in this journey towards providing effective and efficient
wastewater treatment services come from a broad range of
categories. They include our regulatory authorities and agencies,
advisory and consultants, as well as vendors and suppliers.
Regulators
We receive very good support from the various ministries and
government agencies as we work towards building Malaysia’s
sewerage management through policies, laws and regulations.
While to some extent, changes to the regulatory environment
are outside of our direct control, maintaining a good reputation is
important to enable positive participation in regulatory discussions.
By positively engaging and using our industry knowledge, we can
help influence future policy with the aim of achieving the best
outcome for our stakeholders. Our regulatory stakeholders are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Ministry of Environment and Water (KASA)
The Ministry of Finance (via Minister of Finance Incorporated)
The Ministry of Energy & Natural Resources (KETSA)
The National Water Services Commission (SPAN)
The Department of Environment (DOE)
Sewerage Services Department (JPP)

Suppliers and Vendors
Our suppliers and contractors provide us with essential services
which we rely on to deliver our strategy and operations in a
cohesive and efficient manner. Close collaboration is important
to help support the value chain delivery of ensuring sewage
services are discharged well.
In supporting the communities we operate in and contributing to
Malaysia’s economic growth, hiring local is a priority and we look
to working with local vendors, contractors and suppliers, giving
them the opportunity to secure jobs along IWK’s value chain of
services. This includes scopes such as maintaining our STPs,
grass-cutting and landscaping, repairing equipment as well as
repairing our network of sewerage pipes.

PLANET
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We appoint and work with competent local contractors selected
based on merit and skills for the jobs, These term contractors are
appointed based on a transparent quotation or tender exercises.
These contracts are given on what is known as a Term Contract –
given for a long-term period of five years or more so that the local
vendors and contractors can see long-term value economically.
In this way, they will be able to manage their resources well and
make calculated investments in a more productive and effective
manner. This is also part of our contribution towards job creation
and economic multiplier opportunities along the supply chain.
2021

2020

2019

82.62

72.33

91.46

Term Contract PO (RM mil)

273.57

202.73

193.24

Total (RM mil)

356.18

275.07

284.70

77%

74%

68%

Standard PO (RM mil)

% Term Contract PO

In 2021, we upgraded certain 150 STPs to PARA (i) EQSR 2009 standards. To do this, we appointed 28 Term Contractors for the
delivery and installation of diffusers, mixers, blowers and control panels. This project saw 43 contracts awarded with 2,061 Purchase
Orders (PO) issued for the identified works. The term contractors are appointed based on an objective and transparent quotation or
tender process.
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Approach to Environmental Sustainability

Abiding by Environmental Regulations

Environmental stewardship is at the core of IWK’s operations. It is our promise to our customers and our obligation to our communities
and our country. IWK has a critical role in ensuring that the water ecosystem and the environment are protected while improving
the well-being of our communities. We operate in a way that respects nature and protects water by upholding high environmental
standards through our delivery of clean and safe treated wastewater. Our operations focus on high standards of effluent discharge
quality, complying with best practices on sludge handling and disposal, increasing energy efficiency, reducing greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, reducing waste through alternative options, and integrating into a circular economy.

Wastewater management and sewerage services are highly regulated in Malaysia with the aim to protect people and the environment.
IWK’s operational activities are subject to extensive, progressive and increasingly stringent environmental regulations, laws and
standards. As a custodian of the environment, IWK abides by the Acts, regulations and guidelines to manage our effluent emissions,
discharges and the impact on water resources as below:

Reduce energy
consumption

Ensure quality of
treated effluent

CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Reduce treated
waste into
bioeffluent,
biosolids and
biogas

Water Services Industry Act 2006 (WSIA)

Environmental Quality Act 1974

Sewerage Services (Charge) Regulations 1994

Environmental Quality (Sewage) Regulations, 2009

Water Services Industry (Desludging Services) Regulations
2021

Environmental Quality (Scheduled Wastes) Regulations 2005

Sewerage Services (Authorisation of Collection of Charges)
Order 1994

Environmental Quality (Clean Air) Regulations, 2014

Sewerage Services (Authorisation to Demand, Collect and
Retain Sewerage Charge) Order 1995

Environmental Quality (Control of Emissions from Diesel
Engines) Regulations 1996 and Amendment 2000

Sewerage Services (Authorisation to Demand, Collect and
Retain Sewerage Charge) Order 1996

Environmental Quality (Prescribed Activities) (Environmental
Impact Assessment) Order 2015

Groundwater Quality Standard for Conventional Raw Water
Treatment (Drinking Water), Edition 2019 by DOE

Solid Waste & Public Cleansing Act 2007

Water Service Industry (Prohibited Effluent) Regulations
2021

Environmental Quality (Refrigerant Management) Regulations
2020

We apply and regularly test our internal systems against an Integrated Management System (IMS) to increase efficiency, effectiveness
and cost reduction. We also audit our operations through an internal audit team and independent professional auditors, where
relevant, to ensure that our operations comply in accordance with the requirements of the ISO standards, and identify gaps so that
necessary measures can be taken. The standards that we apply are:

IWK services and operations fall under the Water Sector in which the set target by 2030 is to achieve 100% sludge and 33% treated
effluent to be recycled.

otion and
Prom reness
awa

Standards

Year of Implementation

Year Integrated to IMS

ISO 9001 Quality Management System

2002

2019

ISO 14001 Environmental Management System

2013

2019

ISO 45001 Occupational Health and Safety Management
System

2013

2019

ISO 55001 Asset Management System

2018

2020

ISO 50001 Energy Management System

2013

2020

ISO 37001 Anti-Bribery Management System

2020

2020
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Environmental Quality

Integrating Internal Standards and Controls

Maintain efficient
operations

The Environmental Sustainability in Malaysia 2020-2030 Strategic Direction and the Malaysia Green Technology Masterplan (GTMP)
2017-2030 serve as our guidance in developing and strengthening our contribution towards operational expenditure recovery, the
strategic plans for green technology development such as water reclamation, and creating a low-carbon and resource-efficient
economy.

Malaysia
GTMP
2017-2030
is
fundamentally an outcome of the Eleventh
Malaysia Plan (2016-2020) and was
introduced to provide strategic directions
to support the National Green Technology
Policy (NGTP). The GTMP puts into
place a framework that facilitates the
mainstreaming of green technology in
Malaysia while encompassing the four
pillars set in the National Green Technology
Policy (NGTP) which are energy,
environment, economy and social. The
goal of GTMP is to strengthen the role of
the green economy and green technology
as a catalyst to drive Malaysia’s aspiration
for sustainable growth.

Water and Sewerage Services

ca
n p
a
m
H u vel o
de

IWK has formed a Green Masterplan (GMP) Committee structure since 2018 that oversees the strategy and implementation of
seven key areas which are industrial effluent, bioeffluent reuse, biosolid reuse, renewable energy and energy efficiency, awareness
promotion and certification, green procurement and financing, and green HR and office administration. Among the green initiatives
that have been implemented are Energy Management System (EnMS) at selected STPs, vehicle tracking system and old
vehicles replacement programme, STP by-products (i.e. biosolids, bioeffluent and biogas) reuse, green office and administration,
among others.
The GMP Committee structure was enhanced in 2022. The roles of the committee members will be further enhanced whereby the
Members were delegated the authority to initiate planning and execution of green initiatives, analyse gaps and propose solutions, and
monitor performance and progress. These initiatives will be reported to the top management who will provide the strategic direction,
review the performance measurement indicators and approve the budget, where required.
In addition to this, Environmental Performance Monitoring Committee (EPMC) was established at each Unit Office to monitor the
operations, maintenance and performance of sewage treatment plants. Whereas at the Headquarter level, Environmental Regulatory
Compliance Monitoring Committee (ERCMC) has been set up to monitor the implementation and effectiveness of environmental policy
related to performance of sewage treatment plants including addressing any impact of new environmental regulatory amendments.
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IWK Green Masterplan (GMP) Management Committee 2022

Plant Effluent Sampling and Compliance
We strictly adhere to the Environmental Quality (Sewage) Regulations 2009 (EQSR 2009) to monitor and control treated effluent
discharge. We conduct frequent sampling of the treated final effluent discharge to ensure that it complies with the standards set. The
results of the effluent testing are reported to our regulators the Department of Environment (DOE) and the National Water Services
Commission Air (SPAN).

IWK Green Masterplan (GMP) Management
Committee

The sampling frequency is based on the served population, which is the population equivalent (PE) serviced by the plant. Our samples
are tested at the five laboratories owned by IWK which are located at Sg Besi (Kuala Lumpur), Selangor, Ipoh (Perak), Juru (Penang)
and Melaka.

Chairman: CEO
Secretariat: Environmental Management
Unit, Planning & Engineering Department
Members: Senior General Manager,
all Heads of Department

Provide Strategic Direction
(Top Management)
• Leadership and Management
Commitment
• Define Goal, Vision & Mission
• Setting up KPI & Performance
of Implementation
• Approve Budget
• Determine lead departments
to drive, plan and implement the
initiatives

Compliance with effluent discharge
standards
Plant Effluent Sampling and compliance
(No. of STPs sampled)

Initiative Planning
and Execution (Green initiative-based)
— by relevant Department

Number of effluent samples tested

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

97.7%

97.1%

95.7%

95.7%

96.9%

7,119

6,897

6,857

6,681

6,552

100,506*

101,932

115,585

113,032

92,868

* Similar to 2020, sampling data was lower in 2021 due to the Movement Control Order (MCO) and Recovery Movement Control Order
(RMCO) phases during COVID-19 pandemic. IWK did not conduct effluent sampling between January to March 2021 and the whole
month of June 2021.

• Evaluate current or new projects/initiatives
• Determine action plans and road map
• Execute strategies and action plans
• Analyse gaps and propose solutions
• Monitor performance targets and
report progress of the initiatives

Sewer Inspection and Maintenance
The length of sewers maintained by IWK increases every year as more STPs from the local authorities are taken over by IWK. As of
end-2021, IWK maintains approximately 20,605 km of sewers.

Sewer length (km)

Sewage Treatment Plants Performance
Operations and Maintenance
We ensure that our STPs are in fit and proper conditions to produce the desired quality of treated effluent and sludge that meets
regulations. Operations and Maintenance (O&M) of the STPs are done on a stringent manner to ensure the plant equipment functions
efficiently and at optimal levels to achieve the operational objectives. A well maintained STP is crucial to produce quality and compliant
effluent that can be safely released into the waterways.

Number of STPs under IWK’s
management
Network Pumping Station
Connected Population Equivalent (cPE)
Periodic plant operations and
maintenance frequency (PMF)
(% of plants)

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

7,273

7,003

6,917

6,745

6,690

1,375

1,267

1,228

1,193

1,138

28.75 mil

26.63 mil

26.17 mil

25.24 mil

24.36 mil

98.6%

98.8%

96.9%

95.0%

99.0%

Periodic plant maintenance frequency (PMF) visits are conducted to ensure that the operations comply with the standards required,
and that equipment are repaired or replaced as required. The PMF is determined based on the number of population in the area that
utilises the STP, and is reflected in the Operating Procedure Instruction (OPI).
Achieving scores of 98.6% and above are a good indication of the plants’ operational efficiency which is essential in contributing to
our strong effluent compliance performance.

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

20,605

20,094

19,663

19,134

19,031

These sewers and manholes vary in age from new to 50 years old. As such, frequent inspection is crucial to mitigate sewer overflows,
blockages, collapses and defective sewers. If the sewers overflow, block, collapse or become defective, it can cause several negative
environmental, financial and social impacts such as contaminating water courses. Ultimately, this can cause adverse environmental
damage and increase maintenance and repair costs. Preventive Plan Maintenance such as cleansing of sewer lines being carried out
at identified locations with repeated complaints in order to minimise the impacts.
Increasing Desludging Activities
Regular desludging is critical for protecting the environment and water resources. Untreated sewage contains pathogens such as
viruses, bacteria and parasites as well as chemicals such as detergents. Untreated sewage water may affect aquatic life in the river,
and cause pollution and bad odours.
Individual Septic Tanks (IST) and pour-flush systems should be desludged regularly as they are not connected to the main sewer lines
and need to be serviced manually. However, many owners do not undertake to do so which has caused various undesirable situations
such as overflow into drains. In March 2021, a mandate was passed by the Ministry of Environment and Water (KASA) that requires
house owners to desludge their septic tanks once in two years as per the Water Services Industry Act (Desludging Services) 2021.
IWK provides desludging services for non-connected sewerage systems such as the Individual Septic Tanks (IST) and pour-flush
basic sanitation system to customers under IWK’s operational area. With the mandate issued and increased awareness, we have
seen an encouraging increase of IST and pour-flush users opting for desludging services.
2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

Scheduled and Demand* Desludging

56,505

36,964

34,428

33,248

37,947

Responsive** IST Desludging

10,564

10,089

9,514

9,003

6,644

Responsive Pour Flush Desludging

26,973

24,575

18,078

18,018

17,774

Total Desludging Conducted

94,042

71,628

62,020

60,305

62,365

*Demand desludging is a request made for desludging services by an IWK customer who has an IST on their premise which is located in IWK’s operational area
** Responsive desludging is a request made by the owner/occupant of premises which has an IST or privately owned Communal Septic Tanks (CST) located outside of
IWK’s operational area or any privately owned sewerage system as part of routine maintenance services or responsive maintenance services
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Reducing Greenhouse
Emissions
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(GHG)

We have been driving down our GHG
emissions intensity over the last decade
and more through managing energy
consumption towards reducing GHG
emissions and its impact on climate change.
We started to disclose GHG emissions
from fuel and electricity purchases through
our Sustainability Reports from 2009. In
respect to managing emissions, we are
increasing our energy efficiency through
implementation of Energy Management
System (EnMS) at selected STPs and
renewable energy production with the
intention of using solar energy for the
energy consumption of our STPs.

Contributors to IWK’s GHG Emissions
The GHG inventory was defined according to the ISO 14064-1:2018 method of classification of the standard. The eight identified
emission sources of GHG are categorised as below.
STP (Sewage Treatment Plant)
Direct Emission
(Scope 1)

Pauzi bin Mohamed
Desludging Business Unit

Gas

STF (Sludge Treatment Facility & Disposal Sites)
Company Vehicles
Scope 1

Senior Management’s Fuel Card
Genset & Prime Movers at STP

Treated sewage discharges eventually end up either in rivers, lakes or sea. IWK ensures that the sewage pollutant load, which is the
amount of a pollutant discharged into a water body, remains within acceptable levels set by the Department of Environment (DOE) so
that it does not deteriorate the existing river water quality.
The sewage pollutant loads are stringently monitored based on the parameters provided in the Environmental Quality (Sewage)
Regulations 2009 (EQSR 2009). Among the parameters measured are the Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD5),Total Suspended
Solids (TSS), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), Oil and Grease (O&G) and Ammoniacal Nitrogen (NH3-N).
BOD (kg/d)
Year

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

COD (kg/d)

TSS (kg/d)

O&G (kg/d)

Ammoniacal
Nitrogen (kg/d)

Allowable
Load

Actual
Load

Allowable
Load

Actual
Load

Allowable
Load

Actual
Load

Allowable
Load

Actual
Load

Allowable
Load

Actual
Load

315,974

88,594

1,169,611

352,182

559,596

139,084

96,979

18,953

268,859

73,216

322,310

90,673

1,202,900

355,606

576,258

144,175

97,133

17,524

266,895

75,600

329,892

98,620

1,233,666

378,400

591,676

153,276

92,472

20,422

253,438

81,651

311,452

95,347

1,209,910

378,436

575,070

150,718

67,998

23,048

175,861

73,011

273,079

94,912

1,147,004

393,737

570,060

154,117

57,006

24,847

111,284

76,115

Indirect Emission
(Scope 2&3)

Maintaining Sewage Pollutant Levels
Electricity
Consumption

Scope 2
Employee Business Travel (air & mileage)

Scope 3

Biosolids Disposal at Municipal Landfill

Scope 1 emissions: direct emissions from owned or controlled sources
Scope 2 emissions: indirect emissions from the generation of purchased energy
Scope 3 emissions: all indirect emissions (not included in scope 2) that occur in the value chain, including both upstream and downstream
emissions.

Our total pollution loading for all the parameters monitored are based on the actual performance of the STPs which were consistently
below the allowable load for both Standard A and Standard B river catchments. Standard A refers to upstream of raw water intake
while Standard B refers to downstream of raw water intake.
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Overall, the total GHG emission for 2020 of 614,379 in CO2e metric tonne was lower than the base year (2013).

IWK’s GHG Emission in Year 2020
Our GHG emission is measured using current methodology and reputable emission factors. We adopt a rolling base year approach to
disclose our GHG emissions, on a one-year interval, with each inventory being compared directly to the previous year and the 2013
GHG inventory, which serves as the base year.

GHG Emission Sources

The main contributor to the GHG emissions from IWK was from electricity purchased which makes up 53.65% of total GHG emissions,
followed by sewage treatment plant (STP) processes at 37.01%. Over 85% of public STPs are mechanical treamtnet systems, which
consume large amounts of energy.

Sewage treatment plant (STP)
processes

Scope 1

225,111

Dedicated sludge treatment
facilities and disposal site

Scope 1

Company vehicles (using either
petrol or diesel)

Scope

1

235,994

STPs

227,382

Sludge facilities and
Disposal Sites 3,748

Company
Vehicles 4,554

Scope

TOTAL GHG
EMISSIONS

329,588

614,379

2

Employee Business Travel
mileage

47,004

1,779

0.29%
STPs

7.65%

Biosolids Disposed
at Municipal Landfill

Note: All data measured in CO2e metric tonnes
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0.74%

Company
Vehicles

0.61%

Sludge Treatment
Facilities and
Disposal Sites

air

2018

2019

260,150

255,690

265,278

249,539

227,382

6,354

7,308

5,780

4,719

4,083

3,748

Scope 1

5,487

4,314

4,266

4,354

4,717

4,554

Fuel consumed by Senior
Management vehicles who were
provided with company’s fuel card

Scope 1

336

427

408

401

388

309

On-site genset and prime movers
at STPs

Scope 1

66

42

39

16

14

1

237,472

272,241

266,183

274,768

258,742

235,994

Purchase of electricity for all
sewerage facilities and IWK’s
offices

Scope 2

423,351

365,784

316,361

315,979

321,488

329,588

423,351

365,784

316,361

315,979

321,488

329,588

Employee Business Travel (Air
travel)

Scope 3

79

67

81

43

68

15

Employee Business Travel
(Mileage)

Scope 3

2,778

2,465

2,483

2,229

2,142

1,779

Dried sludge or biosolids disposed
at municipal landfill sites (i.e.
offsite facility)

Scope 3

11,571

31,421

35,369

41,996

47,784

47,004

14,428

33,953

37,933

44,268

49,994

48,798

TOTAL SCOPE 2 GHG EMISSIONS

15

0.002%

0.29%

Employee Business Travel

0.05%

Senior Management’s
Fuel Card

0.0002%

Genset & Prime
Movers

TOTAL SCOPE 3 GHG EMISSIONS

TOTAL (SCOPE 1 + 2 + 3)

2013
(Base
Year)

2016

CO2e Emission (Metric Tonne)
2017

TOTAL SCOPE 1 GHG EMISSIONS

Biosolids Disposed
at Municipal landfill

48,798

37.01%

Movers 1

329,588
3

53.65%

Genset & Prime

Purchased
Electricity

Scope

Purchased
Electricity

Senior
Management’s
Fuel Card 309

GHG
Scope

675,134

671,979

620,477

635,015

2020
(Reporting
Year)

630,224

614,379

Notes:
• The GHG calculation methodology and emission factors used are current and from reputable sources.
• All of the above GHG data has been verified by an appointed 3rd party verifier (i.e. SIRIM QAS International Sdn Bhd). Verification for Year 2021 is currently in progress
and will be reported in the next Sustainability Report.
• The GHG emissions have been updated based on latest Emission Factor (EF) values and other recommendations made by 3rd party verifier.
• The GHG emission from biosolids disposal at municipal landfill sites under Scope 3 shows increasing trend since the emission took into account the decay rate for total
sludge disposed previously in Year 2013 until 2019.
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Our total GHG emission intensity in 2020 has reduced by 29.56% from the base year (2013). The decrease in the total CO2e
emission/PE was attributed to the decrease in Scope 1 and Scope 2 GHG emissions intensity. This las been due to our many and
consistent green initiatives, strategies and action plans. The positive change in emission reductions in Scope 1 in 2020 was also
due to the upgrading of STPs to the Para (i) EQSR 2009 itandards, upgrading and rationalisation programmes of existing old Para
(ii) and (iii) STPs. The upgrade nitiatives will be an ongoing effort for IWK up until 2023.

Historical Comparison of IWK GHG Emission 2013-2020
IWK’s GHG Emissions Intensity & Reduction
TOTAL GHG EMISSION VS TOTAL PE SERVED

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF STPs TO COMPLY WITH PARA (i) FOR PHASE 2 AND PHASE 3

1.76%

675,134

674,820

Population
Increased

571,979

635,015

23,917,369

24,358,564

25,240,867

26,166,098

26,627,927

2014
(Previous Year)

Standard B

614,379

22,645,324

21,577,851

20,612,443
2013
(Base Year)

Sub-Total

630,224

620,477

619,609

Standard
Standard A

2015
(Previous Year)

2016
(Previous Year)

2017
(Previous Year)

2018
(Previous Year)

2019
(Previous Year)

2020
(Reporting Year)

Sub-Total

Category

No. of STPs

Total PE

Para (iii)

22

142,406

Para (ii)

377

1,097,514

Para (i)

1

1,165

1

12,506

Para (iii)

1,694

3,690,598

Para (ii)

107

830,799

6

72,170

2,950

2,208

Para (i) Modified

Para (i)

Grand Total

1,067

1,883

401

1,807

Note: Data as of February 2022

2.51%

GHG Emissions
Decreased

Total PE served from Public STPs
Total Indah Water’s Corporate GHG Emissions

Typically, GHG emission sources should show an increasing trend over the years due to population and development growth,
proportionate to the incremental number of public STPs and network pump stations that IWK has taken over. Despite this, we have
managed to show positive changes in emission reductions as seen in the total emission which has dropped by 2.51% from the
previous year in 2019 to the GHG reporting year of 2020.
For the comparison and monitoring of GHG reduction target’s achievement, it is most appropriate that the GHG emissions are
calculated based on the population equivalent (PE) served during the respective year, which is the GHG emission intensity as below:
2013
(Previous
Year)

2014
(Previous
Year)

2015
(Previous
Year)

2016
(Previous
Year)

2017
(Previous
Year)

2018
(Previous
Year)

2019
(Previous
Year)

2020
(Reporting
Year)

0.0328

0.0313

0.0274

0.0281

0.0255

0.0252

0.0241

0.0231

Percentage Increase
(%) from Base Year
(2013)

-4.52%

-16.46%

-14.22%

-22.23%

-23.19%

-26.46%

-29.56%

Percentage Increase
(%) from Previous
Year (2019)

-4.52%

-12.51%

2.68%

-9.34%

-1.23%

-4.26%

-4.20%

GHG Emission
Sources
Total Indah Water’s
Corporate GHG
emission intensity
per PE (CO2e
Emission per PE in
Metric Tonne)

Refer to GHG emission data on page 71 for further information.
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Upgrading our STPs to Meet Effluent Standards and the Challenges we face
nt (DOE) effluent standards
Upgrading the STPs from Para (iii) to Para (i) that complies with the Department of Environme
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is the process of enhancing the
system and to
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look at two broad
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installation
Upgrade. The
diffusers, submersible mixers, air blowers and Programmable Logic Controller (PLC).
there are many challenges
While it is critical that the STPs be brought up to the (Para (i)) standards as soon as possible,
When some of our
sites.
the
at
work
in the implementation. Of course the pandemic did not help as it impacted actual
so glad that many
am
I
While
d.
quarantine
be
to
had
many
contact,
workforce contracted COVID-19 or came into close
This is a problem
schedule.
work
our
to
delays
caused
certainly
it
e,
health-wis
adversely
of our people were not affected
that we can accept because the health of people come first.
t used by the vendors for
But a more ongoing challenge is the increase in the cost of raw materials and M&E equipmen
timelines being affected. Another
the project, as well as shortage of supply. This resulted in budget being jeopardised and
the project that caused further
of
on
constructi
the
challenge faced was the unforeseen flood issue that happened during
the equipment at certain sites
all
of
worse
and
flooded
were
ises
sites/prem
delay to our work schedule when roads and
be
to
needed
works
Some
were badly damaged.
stopped due to flood.
Despite these challenges, the management of IWK is
firm that the upgrades to Para (i) must continue as this
is important to preserve the health of people and protect
the environment through ensuring effluent standards
are met.
Ir. Gan Chee Choy
Capital Works Department
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Water Reclamation in Circular Economy
We commenced operations in water reclamation in 2021 via our
first water reclamation plant (WRP) project at the Setia Alam
Regional Sewage Treatment Plant (RSTP) SAM163. The WRP
utilises bioeffluent and advanced technology to produce high
quality reclaimed water as an alternative non-potable water
source for industries and factories. The quality of water produced
by the WRP complies with technical standards, approved by
SPAN for the purpose of supplying to the non-food industry.
Through the use of reclaimed water, high-quality tap water can be
saved for human consumption usage, thereby reducing pressure
on water source. This initiative aligns with the Green Technology
Master Plan 2017-2030 to reuse 33% of the total treated effluent
water, while adopting circular economy practices for long-term
resource sustainability.

Water Reclamation
Giving New Live to Treated Water through

and beneficial initiative that I
Reclaiming water for reuse is a very interesting
that has been treated at IWK’s
water
am glad IWK has embarked on. The waste
ent so that it can be reused
treatm
r
furthe
rgo
sewage treatment plant will unde
is water that can be used for
for non-potable purposes. Non-potable water
can use it for your garden, for
anything except for drinking and cooking. You
your factory and other industrial uses.

Alam Regional Sewage
When I first started on this initiative at the Setia
new and exciting experience
totally
a
was
Treatment Plant (RSTP) (SAM163), it
ging sewerage services and
for us. When it comes to operating and mana
try. But when we started on the
the system, we are the leaders in this indus
water, it gave all of us a further
water reclamation plant (WRP) for reclaimed
how it continues to be a beneficial
and
,
water
of
understanding of the many lives
resource for all.
in delivering the needed result.
We felt more responsibility and accountability
ing curve to ensure we made
It gave us new challenges with a steep learn
a sustainable practice.
reclamation water for IWK successful and as
I am glad that IWK is innovative
to push the boundaries. In
terms of my colleagues, we
are proud that we are able
to demonstrate our capacity
and readiness in managing
new challenges. What is even
more encouraging is that the
customers who come to know
and use our reclaimed nonpotable water services give
good and positive views. They
are very interested to know
about the reclamation water
process.
Kumara Vell S. Chelliah
Operations & Maintenance
Department
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In building a resilient and sustainable wastewater treatment and sewerage services for the nation, taking a long-term approach is
essential to creating value. At IWK, we have been creating value for our stakeholders by delivering and outperforming our regulatory
contract. Today, our community benefits from the strategic decisions and work delivered by a robust and forward-looking strategy to
provide Peninsular Malaysia with efficient sewage services and reduce the environmental impact of the wastewater we treat. The
unseen work we do today will help communities to enjoy efficient sewerage service for many generations to come.
Monetising Our Assets
The recently approved Supplemental Concession Agreement
(SCA) allows IWK to carry out non-core businesses. This is vital
to develop resilient and recurring income streams by effectively
utilising the available IWK’s assets. The SCA allows IWK to
sublease the sewerage sites and other sewerage assets such as
sewer to third parties for commercial purposes. We have identified
more than 3,700 potential sites for this subleasing initiative.
We have identified several potential businesses to utilise its lands
and assets which include subleasing available space at IWK’s
sewerage sites for installation of telco towers and billboards, and
subleasing IWK’s sewer for fibre optic cables installation.

Over the next three years, ASTRICE aims to become the regional hub for knowledge exchange. We will go beyond technical courses
training focusing more on seminars, forums and hosting conferences to foster knowledge sharing, collaboration and partnership with
global professional and certification bodies with regards to sewerage, environmental and occupational safety and health.

Meetings, Incentives, Conference
and Events (MICE) Business

Go Beyond technical courses training provider by venturing into seminars,
forums and conference hosting.

Regional Sewerage Industry
Centre of Excellence

Regional Hub for knowledge exchange - technical skills and behavioural
science research insight.

Global Water Operations Partnerships

To maintain and develop involvement in water operators partnership
programme at international level.

International Certification Bodies

To foster collaboration and partnership for global professional and
certification bodies with regards to sewerage, environmental &
occupational safety and health.

Leading The Drive For Innovation
Innovation and research are the cornerstone of progress. At IWK,
we look at leveraging innovation and technology to expand the
value of by-products from wastewater treatment that support
a recirculation of resources. This is in line with the Green
Technology Master Plan Malaysia (GTMP) towards a low-carbon
and resource-efficient economy. IWK’s services and operations
falls under the Water Sector ambit which has the set target of
achieving 100% sludge (biosolids) to be reused as fertiliser and
electricity generation, and 33% treated effluent to be recycled by
2030.
IWK’s Technology and Innovation section runs a number of
research and developmental projects where many of these
projects are ongoing over a few years to build data and reliability
before implementation. Among the projects that is currently under
works include areas of STP automation, converting sludge as
bio-fuel for energy conversion, and development of microbes
products.

ASTRICE driving Training, Research and Innovation
ASTRICE, which stands for Asian Sewerage Training, Research
and Innovation Centre of Excellence, was previously known
as the Indah Water Training Centre. ASTRICE advocates the
need for enhancing knowledge in this industry and fulfils the
role of developing human capital for the wastewater industry to
meet business and industry demands. We recently refreshed
the ASTRICE brand to reflect the forward-looking training and
development programmes that focus on capacity building in
areas of customer relations, health and safety, fundamentals
of sewerage systems to new technology, processes and skills
provided by experienced trainers in collaboration with international
and local experts.

Industry Support through Management and Technical Services Consultancy
As one of the largest sewerage services company in the region, IWK has gained valuable management and technical experience over
the last 27 years. We intend to share these capabilities with other organisations in the same field through twinning programmes, and
management and technical services consultancy by IWK through ASTRICE.
ASTRICE will support IWK's strategy on developing knowledge, skills and competencies to meet current and future business and
industry demands. This will be done through structuring training and development programmes that focuses on capacity building
in the areas of customer relations, health and safety, fundamentals of sewerage systems to new technology, processes and skills.
Through the Consultancy business, IWK provides advisory services in its specialised areas encompassing capital works project
management, wastewater treatment, wastewater collection, asset management, capital planning and technical support services.

The rebranding of IWTC into ASTRICE aims to strengthen
the international image and provide a central institution
in developing knowledge, skills and competencies in the
sewerage industry.
The new ASTRICE logo was designed in-house by Indahans
via a design competition. The new logo presents a fresh,
elegant and modern image to depict the progressive way
forward in innovating for better service.

ASTRICE training programmes are done in collaboration with international and local experts to cater to new approaches and innovations
in the wastewater industry. In 2021, ASTRICE conducted these programmes which benefited both IWK as well as practitioners within
the industry.
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ASTRICE Aspiration 2021-2025

Moving forward, IWK aims to expand its consultancy service to the regional and global markets. This is part of our aim towards
developing more capacity building projects in new markets by working with utility companies, governments, sewerage service
operators as well as international agencies. Through the consultancy services, IWK hopes to further strengthen its specialisation in
the sewage business while diversifying revenue base.
Some of ASTRICE’s notable achievements are as below:
• University Collaboration Webinar with Universiti Teknologi Petronas (UTP),Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM), Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia (UTM) and International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) in addressing current issue on the global COVID-19 pandemic.
• Implementation of HRD Corp SBL Khas Scheme as registered Training Provider under HRD Corp Malaysia to eligible clients.
• Launching NIOSH Confined Space Certification Programme - Authorised Gas Tester & Entry Supervisor (AGTES).
• Officially approved Training Provider by Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) to conduct Sewerage Construction
Managers Certification Programme - Modules A, B, C and D.
• Approved centre for Skim Latihan Dual Nasional (SLDN) by Department of Skills Development (DSD), Ministry of Human Resources
Malaysia.
• Appointment of Mentor (Fund Manager) for EU-GWOPA UN Habitat Development Programme.
• Participation in Cap-Net Virtual Campus through MyCD Net collaboration.
• Continuous Professional Development (CPD) Points collaboration with Malaysia Board of Technologists (MBOT) and the Institution
of Engineers Malaysia (IEM).
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Driving Research and Development

How we derive value from treated wastewater

The Indah Water Research Centre (IWRC) looks to developing
innovative solutions working with other like-minded research and
academic institutions and organisations. These collaborations
centre on applied research activities so that we can develop
solutions to improve the sewage treatment capabilities and field
applications for efficient operation, rapid reaction and solutions,
cost-effective, energy neutral and viable alternative revenue
streams. In 2021, we collaborated on 34 projects ranging from
research and development to piloting trial programmes, of which,
notable collaborations are listed below:
• Collaboration with universities in the areas of advance treatment
technology, energy efficiency, renewable energy, Industry 4.0,
Internet of Things, resources recovery, environment, educational
and capacity building
• Collaborative research on COVID-19 in sewage Treatment
Plants as Early Indicator of Red Zone
• Investigating COVID-19 (Sars-Cov-2) Coronavirus Survivability
in Building Services And Waste Water Treatment Systems
Fostering a Circular Economy Through Green Innovation

Bioeffluent

Biosolids

Biogas

Once sewage is treated at IWK’s STPs, the
treated water can be reclaimed for reuse.
This reclaimed water or recycled water can
be used as an alternative water source
to meet non-food demands by industries,
businesses and households by utilising
ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis system
to produce high-grade industrial water from
bioeffluent. Known as non-potable water,
the treated water can be used for irrigating
landscaping and horticulture, industrial use
such as in the textile industry which uses a lot
of water, and for industrial cooling purposes.

Sewage sludge is the residue that is
produced as a by-product of wastewater
treatment and is known as reused
sludge (biosolids) which can be used as
fertilisers for land application for non-food
crops. Biosolids are rich in organic matter
with reasonable amounts of nitrogen (N),
phosphorus (P), potassium (K), trace
minerals, and micronutrients and make
a good alternative for soil conditioner,
compost and fertiliser.

Biogas is produced in six of IWK’s
STPs that uses an Anaerobic Digester
system. Biogas is an alternative source
of renewable energy that can generate
electricity. The sludge is treated in
the anaerobic digesters to reduce the
volatile solids for more stable sludge
prior to disposal. IWK has been utilising
the biogas produced from our STPs as a
source of renewable energy for electricity.

Due to its good fuel properties with
a heating value from 15,000 kJ/kg to
IWK uses bioeffluent in the larger STPs as 19,000 kJ/kg, biosolids can be converted
internal non-potable water as cooling water to solid fuel material for co-firing energy
for the heat exchanger of a chiller system.
and building materials such as clay and
cement.

We focus on recirculation of resources by turning waste byproducts into bioeffluent, biosolids and biogas for energy and fuel.
Wastewater reuse is an important way to advance sustainability
and circular consumption. Treated effluent can be used for
multiple purposes in municipal, industrial and agricultural industry.

Heat

Developing Innovative New Approaches for IWK

Electricity

Livestock Waste
Fuel

Biomethane

Crops
Biogas

Gas gride
Anaerobic Digester
Waste Water

Digestate

• Fertiliser
• Soil amendments
• Livestock
bedding

Ideas, Visualisation, Determination and most
importantly Never Give Up drive our spirit when we
embarked on the idea to develop water reclamation
plant at IWK. We piloted the project at SAM163
Setia Alam, Selangor. Who would have thought
that the idea of selling treated effluent to the Local
Authority in Port Dickson, Negeri Sembilan in
2011 could create a new industry and new water
resources in Malaysia?
IWK took 10 years to develop this new industry
derived from the downstream waste generated
at the IWK STP which was, at one point in time,
discharged into the river without benefiting IWK.
Today, that discharge has found a second life.

was first mooted. Despite challenges along the way,
I have been on this water reclamation plant journey since the idea
obstacles to ensure the success of this initiative.
all
e
overcom
to
d
manage
with determination and perseverance, we
is still new in Malaysia, there is a need for further
As the process of developing the Recycled Water and its industry
ing IR 4.0 technology, it is not impossible that
leverag
By
ented.
legislation and process enhancement to be implem
that reclaimed water will, one day, be well
reclaimed water will be an important water source in Malaysia. I hope
established as NEW Water in the future.

Food Waste
Waste pre-processing
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Bioconversion Process Using Black Soldier Fly Larvae
IWK has collaborated with local expects and universities to conduct several studies related to sewerage waste, one of which is
bioconversion process using Black Soldier Fly Larvae (BSFL). The initiative will be using the biosolids and food waste as a feedstock for
BSFL breeding. The BSFL will then be harvested to produce a full-fat protein meal, which can be supplied to the ornamental fish farming
industry. The by-product from BSFL; the frass, is a nutrient rich compound which can be further processed to produce biofertilizer.
The project is one of the initiatives which adapted the circular economy through resource recovery from wastewater. It is also in line with
GTMP target by 2030 to substantially reduce waste generation through recycling and reuse of biosolids.
Rearing

Residue composting

Compost

A pilot project for joint-billing of water supply and sewerage
services was launched in the Federal Territory of Labuan
in 2016 through IWK's collaboration with the Labuan Water
Supply Division (BBAL). The first joint-bill was issued 2016. The
implementation of this initiative showed positive results with an
increase in the cumulative collection rate of IWK bills from 87.0%
in 2015 to 93.3% in 2021.
We subsequently implemented joint-billing in the state of
Terengganu where the first joint-bill was issued by Syarikat Air
Terengganu Sdn Bhd on 3 March 2020. As of December 2021,
we saw an increase in the cumulative collection rate of IWK bills
from 88.5% in 2019 to 90.7% in 2021.
Building an Ecosystem that Works for Tomorrow
We are committed to building and strengthening the foundation
for long-term growth and sustainability. This is so that IWK will
continue its obligations towards protecting the environment and
safeguarding people through providing excellence in wastewater
and sewerage management services.

Waste sourcing

Waste pre-processing

Treatment

Product harvesting

Larva refining

Fishmeal substitution

Strengthening Collaborations for Future Progress
We consult and collaborate with many organisations to contribute and progress our work in advancing wastewater treatment services.
We embrace collaborative partnership models on a mutually beneficial basis toward shared goals.
Expansion of Water Reclamation Business
We entered into a joint venture with Pengurusan Air Selangor Sdn Bhd (Air Selangor) to manage the water reclamation plant (WRP)
at the Setia Alam Regional Sewage Treatment Plant (RSTP) SAM163 through a formed entity under Central Water Reclamation Sdn
Bhd (CWR) in March 2021. The non-potable reclaimed water is produced after undergoing an advanced treatment process at the
WRP. Since the start of operations on 1 May 2021 at the SAM163 in Setia Alam, the WRP has produced 2.73 MLD of non-potable
water which will benefit the water operator to conserve treated tap water for food and drinking purposes. We will be expanding our
WRP to SAM272 in RSTP Pantai 2 in the next phase of this project.
We have signed a similar Memorandum of Understanding with Syarikat Air Melaka Berhad (SAMB) on 5 May 2021, which we
presented to the National Water Council (MAN), to explore WRP opportunities in the state. IWK looks forward to rolling this out to the
RSTP Batu Berendam in 2025 and the RSTP Tambak Laut in 2027.

STRENGTHENING IWK
BUSINESS SUSTAINABILITY

EXPANDING
COVERAGE AND
INCREASING
EFFICIENCY OF
WASTEWATER
SERVICE

Strategic
Thrusts
& Key
Initiatives

EMPOWERING
GREEN ECONOMY
OF WASTEWATER
INDUSTRY

For the years ahead, we remain focused on enhancing and
executing our BP 2019-2023 with a focus on executing the
revision of sewerage tariff for the domestic user category,
expanding scheduled desludging programmes and upgrading
our STPs to Para (i) EQSR standards.

SYNERGY BETWEEN WATER AND
WASTEWATER INDUSTRY

Given the supplementary concession agreement signed in 2021, we will pay focus on leveraging land utilisation for non-core business
expansion.
Key Potential Business on Lands and Assets Utilisation

Telco Tower

Billboard

Other Business

Fibre Optic

Sublease of available space
at IWK’s sewerage sites for
installation of telco tower

Sublease of available space
at IWK’s sewerage sites for
installation of billboard

Sublease of available space at
IWK’s sewerage sites for other
business purposes

Lease of IWK’s sewer for
installation of fibre optic

3,701 gazetted sewerage sites (including STP and NPS) leased by FLC to IWK (44% from total
sewerage sites)

20,355 km length of sewer

Of equal importance is our efforts in building and strengthening green technology initiatives, of which we will focus on the expansion
of the WRP business, implement solar photovoltaic projects, and advance the Black Soldier Fly Larvae (BSFL) initiative.
Employee development and empowerment is paramount to drive high performance. High employee engagement is a key contributor
to performance success and we look to enhancing our performance appraisal system and roll out a training management system
(TMS) for learning and development opportunities. Alongside this will be the ongoing culture transformation initiative that we started
in 2021.
With a clear strategy in place and a team of passionate Indahans ready to demonstrate their dedication, IWK is well-poised to execute
on its strategy for greater sustainability and deliver on its purposeful mission of protecting the environment and safeguarding people.
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GRI INDEX
The following GRI index indicates how our reporting meets GRI standards. The table below lists where our reports address topics from
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) requirements:

GRI102 - General Disclosures
Organisation Profile

Section/Page
Numbers

102-1

Name of the organisation

3

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

3

102-4

Location of operations

9

102-5

Ownership and legal form

4

102-6

Markets served

9

102-7

Scale of Organisation

9

102-8

Information on employees and other workers

102-9

Supply chain

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

102-15

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behaviour

102-17

Concerns about ethics

33-34

102-18

Governance structure

4-7

102-19

Delegating authority

4-7

102-22

Composition of the highest governance body and its committees

4-7

102-23

Chair of the highest governance body

4-7

102-26

Role of highest governance body in setting purpose, values and
strategy

4-7

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

48-49

102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

48-49

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

48-49

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

102-55

GRI Standards Index

Economic
Performance

201-1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

22-23

203-2

Significant indirect economic impacts

22-30

Procurement practices

204

Procurement practices
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components

33-34

Anti-corruption
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components

33-34, 38, 44, 62

Strategy
Ethics and Integrity
Governance

Anti-corruption

82

205

GRI 200: Economic

GRI 300: Environment
Energy

Water and Effluent

50-54
55-60, 62
35
16-19, 22-30
31-46
8,10

35-46, 48-49

302

Energy
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components

302-1

Energy consumption within the organisation

302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

303

Water and Effluent
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components

305

Emissions
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components

64-74

305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG Emissions

69-74

37, 39, 40,
46, 64-73
64-73
73
31-32
35-46

305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG Emissions

69-74

305-3

Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG Emissions

69-74

305-4

GHG emissions intensity

69-74
69-74

305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions

Effluents and Waste

306

Effluents and waste
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components

22-30, 45-46
64, 66-68

Environmental
compliance

307

Environmental compliance
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components

14, 22-30, 31-44
46, 48

Employment

401

Employment
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components

Labour management/
relations

402

Labour management/relations
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

Occupational health
and safety

403

Occupational health and safety
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components

403-1

Workers’ representation in formal joint management–worker
health and safety committees

GRI 400: Social

82

Training and education 404

50-54
50-54
50-54
50-54

Training and education
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

50-54

404-1

Average hours of training per year per employee

50-54

404-2

Programmes for upgrading employee skills and transition
assistance programmes

50-54

Diversity and equal
opportunity

405

Diversity and equal opportunity
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components

41, 50-54

Non-discrimination

406

Non-discrimination
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components

41, 50-54

Local Communities

413

Local Communities
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components

413-1

Operations with local community engagement, impact
assessments, and development programmes

42, 48-49
61-62
61-62
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